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100 Women Workers
Needed At Siegel Plant
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The Siegel factory can use at
least one hundred new women
employees. The preferred age
is between 18 and 33, although
the management of the factory
would not want to discourage
applications from older women,
(45 to 50 years of age), especially if they have experience in
this line of work.
Mr. Huffine said that they are
receiving from eight to 10 good
applicatuns a week, but not from
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South Fulton has a brand new factory with lots of Volume Twenty-Eight
jobs available to local women, but the Henry I. Siegel
Company is not getting enough applications for jobs, according to Manager, Jim Huffine.
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Long time no write column and
now that 1 am back at the old
stand again I'll tell you its pretty
hard to get back in harness again
after flitting all over this State
for nearly a year. Fact is. I've
been ailing a bit lately and I think
its because the motors in my anatomy have been so wound up for
so many months that when I settled down to normal living again
my system was not geared to slow
motion.

women in Fulton and South Fulton.
The factory
manager said
that they preferred to hire local women, but it seems that
the supply from the age group
preferred in Fulton and South
Fulton has been exhausted.
Mr. Huffine went on to explain that they prefer to hire
the younger women because it
takes much money to train new
workers, and as the machine
work is not easy, a greater
percentage of the younger women remain on the job than
those of the alder group.
Since the new Siegel building was put into operation several months ago the company
has hired between 160 and 170
new employees. Of that number
a possible 25 to 30 have Quit,
leaving about 140 now at work
In the new building.
The Siegel factory on the
Kentucky side of town is operating at full force.
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Ferry-Morse Seed Co. To Relocate
Its Executive Offices In California

Ferry-Morse Seed Co., one of
the nation's oldest and largest
growers and distributors of vegetable and flower seeds, announced today through its President,
James Pottinger, that it will relocate its executive offices and
other Detroit operations.
The new headquarters will be
at Mountain View, California, the
home of the Company's Western
Division office. A new sales and
distribution branch will open in
the area formerly serviced
through the Detroit operation.
Mr. Pottinger expreses regret
that business considerations dictated a move after over 100 years
In the Detroit area. However, he
said that there was no alternative
because market patterns have
changed as have other aspects of
the business. The Packet Seed Division which was moved from Detroit to Fulton, Kentucky, last
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year in order tv put that division
near the center of its distribution
area, will not, in any way be affected by this Move.
A major portion of FerryMorse Seed Co.'s production facilities is located in the far West.
Favorable year-round growing
conditions, including controlled
moisture by irrigation, provide
the natural setting for scientific
seed production. A large percentage of the Company's seed acreage is in the Western states.
From a distribution and production viewpoint, the moves to
Fulton. Kentucky and Mountain
View, California, are a logical outcome of an appraisal of FerryMorse's position in seed growing
and marketing.
Plans for expansion of the present Mountain View offices are underway; the move is expected to
Continued on Page Ten

New Bus Station Available For Fulton;
Cooperation Needed Of Local Sources
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Jet Bombers Begin s. lying Low-Level
Missions Over Fulton In Few Weeks
Strategic Air Command B-47 and B-52 jet bombers
will begin flying low-level missions over Fulton within
the next few weeks, General Thomas S. Power, SAC
Commander in Chief, announced today.
The mammoth jet bombers
will fly both day and night
missions in all types of -weather,
General Power said. This lowlevel flying will increase SAC's
combat crew proficiency, enabling the crews to perform any
bombing tactic in any type of
weather, day or night, the general added.
Fulton is along one of seven
air corridors recently allocated
by the Federal Aviation Agency
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for use by SAC in its low-level
training, General Power explained. Both the six-jet B-47s
and the eight-jet B-52s will fly
at altitudes of 1,000 feet above
highest point along their routes.
The route starts a few miles
northeast of Savannah, Tenn.,
moving northward to Murray,
Ky., where it turns westward.
After a northward bend to avoid
Springfield, Mo., the route is
terminated at a point between

MO.

Joplin, Mo., and Picher, Okla.
General
Power
emphasize!
that neither bomber will fl)
faster than the speed of sound
so local residents will not heal
sonic booms. "In fact," he added, "SAC will do everything
possible to cause as little annoyance as possible to citizens
along the route."
"At the same time," he continued, "We hope everyone will
realize the necessity for training our crews under all types
of situations. In every case, the
safety of local residents and of
our crews will be the raremount factor in our planning,"
General Power concluded.
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PITta I
Fulton if we can secure a location
end the cooperation of the two
other bus lines operating in and
out of Fulton."
FAYETTME
The local lady discussed the
1 •
matter with local leaders and has
been as persistent to get local acSo the other night I had a right
tion as she was to advise top
painful set-back and I think the
Greyhound officials of the incondoctor prescribed a motor tune-up
veniently located, badly housed
civet/tattling, which I hope I can
bus transportation facilities in
find time to get one of these days.
The local lady, who prefers to letter brought action from high Fulton. No action has been made
The truth of the matter is that I
have an ailment that I usually as- remain anonymous, has had the Greyhound authorities and a visit public by ocal civic leaders if
sociated with people in their do- occasion in recent months to use from W. A. Newson. regional di- such action is in t h e progress
tage and while I'm old enough to the facilities of bus transporta- rector of the southeastern Grey- stage.
have it, I'M kidding mysell into tion and was chagrined and em- hound Lines.
Several years ago the building
thinking I'm too young to, and barraged by the lack of depot
Mr. Newson, travelling to Ful- now housing the local bus station
(turned reluctant to admit it. So facilities, schedule information, ton by car. foregoing the bus was condemned by the State Fire
its a slower pace I will take from and general lack of efficiency ap- travelling that he represents, dis- Marshal as a fire hazard and a
A maximum quota of 74 Boy orado Springs by train. leaving
now on (big joke) or its going to parent in the local depot.
J. L. McGowan of Fulton, Route
cussed at length the local bus danger to the traveling public. A
Having complained bitterly to transportation facilities here and call to the bus station revealed Scouts from the Four Rivers Fulton July 17th, arriving at their 2, died at Fulton Hospital Wedbe the yank-it-out-department
Council to the big Jubilee Jam- destination on the 19th and re- nesday
the local attendants with no hope agreed that indeed,
morning after an 11-day
something Wednesday morning however, that boree at Colorado Springs
next turning to Fulton about August 2. illness. He was 61.
of increased efficiency she eat should be done.
the condemned portion has been
summer
has been already filled Sight-seeing trips will ioclude
But the victory that we won on down and wrote to the President
Mr. McGowan, a farmer, was
Said he: "We will gladly build torn down yet the sauce did not
on November 4th — a full nine Colorado Springs, the new Air member of
Tuesday. November 3 makes all of the Greyhound Bus Ltoes. Her a new and modern bus Mellon
the Farm Bureau ace
tor reveal if the lEilier portion of the months ahead of
departure time Force kcademy, Garden of the served as a steward. in
my ailments more than worthbuilding was also under condemnthe Chapel
—
according
to
Gods,
word
Ghost
received
Town,
while. While I reported before the
Cheyleme
Hill Methodist Church.
ation at this time.
from Council headquarters in Pa- Mountain Zoo, Seven Falls, Pike's
election that the Democratic
Mr. McGowan was born Sept.
Fulton's bus transportation has ducah this
week.
Peak, Denver, Cripple Creek, an 1, 1898 in Onion County.
ticket would win by upwards of
He marbeen a topic of discussion by the
"It
is still possible, however" art pottery and others being ar- ried Miss Dessie
100.000 votes. it was beyond our
Wiley in Decemtravelling public and local resi- Paducah
headquarters said this ranged.
wildest imagination to foresee a
ber.
1936.
dents for many years. Its isolation week. "that
our quota may be inThe "all-inclusive" fee for the
180.000 majority for Bert Combs
Mr. McGowan leaves his wife
from down-town, its hours of op- creased
if
neighboring
trip
is
$195.00
and nearly 200,000 majority for
Councils
per
person.
do
and two cousins, Mrs. Lela StubThe Fulton Jaycees will spon- Shoot last Sunday, with 18 tur- eration, and its depot facilities
not fill theirs. Anyone who has
Wilson Wyatt Frankly the ma- sor a Radio Marathon over Radio
blefield and Jack Irvine, both of
have long been a hindrance to ef- not
keys being won.
yet
applied, but who is conjorities are both eensfying and Station wirtn.. on Dec. 21 in order
Fulton.
ficient
Money
local
transportatio
made
n.
by
the
Shoots
goes
sidering going, should file their
frightening. The satisfaction to raise funds for
Services will be held at 2 p. m.
the annual to charity.
Conditions here cannot be at- application at once with their unit
speaks for itself, but the fright Christmas Baskets to the Needy.
Thursday at the Hornbeak FunerNine local Jaycees and their tributed to the local operators.
leaders."
sterns from a realization that peoal Home chapel in Fulton. The
The local Jaycees will operate wives attended a State board
Theirs is a commission of sales
The big Jamboree is being held
ple have placed great hope and the station themselves from 5
Rev. Dave Hilliard and the Rev.
a. meeting at Cumberland Falls last arrangement, and the depot
is the to celebrate the Jubilee year of
confidence in the Combs-Wyatt m. until signoff time,
Warren Jones will officiate. Burisoliciting weekend.
Hailwell
Bridge.
agagging
concern
Obion
of
the
operating
bus
lines.
scouting in America. Boy Scouts
team and may expect more than donations from the listening audial will be in the Mt. Zion CemeCreek
eight
rafts
most
of
Clinfrom the Four Rivers Council will
they are humanly able to perform. ence.
ton. collapsed iiiiir the weight tery.
join with some 53,000 scouts from
Pallbearers will be Hershel
The Jaycees plan to distribute
of
a heavily-loaded log truck
One thing is for sure. Both
every state in the union in the
McKenney, Edward King, Edwin
approximately 73 to 100 baskets
mammoth celebration. Side shows, Tuesday afternoon.
Bert Combs and Wilson Wyatt this
year, with each basket conThe narrow one-lane bridge King, John W. King, K J. Jones
will work harder than any two taining
huge-arena shows. competitive ac$20
gave
worth
of
way suddenly and plunged and Omar Smith,
food.
tivities, and visiting with scouts
men every worked to build a
the
truck
down a 20-foot embankSeveral
members
of
the Fulton
greater Kentucky. for that was
from other lands are all on the
ON APPROVED LIST
ment. The front wheels of the
Work will begin in the near by Johnson and Seay, architects of agenda for the local Boy
their campaign aim, and that is Jaycees plan to attend the dance
The Tennessee Board of EducaScouts.
truck
caught on an embankment,
their hope for all of us. We must sponsored by the Clinton Jaycees future on a new auditorium for Paducah.
Fulton Scouts will be well reption has put the South Fulton
shifting the weight to the back of
not expect miracles. We must not at the new Clinton high school the Central Church of Christ in
Negro high school on its approved
resented in the group of 74 from
Bro.
the
Oliver
truck,
Fulton,
building
it
on
Cunningham
allowing
was
Dec.
learned
has
19.
the
Blue
today
driver,
Barron
by
realize
become impatient. We must
list although it has only 45 stuthe local council. with 27 boys
been
pastor
Frank
of
and
the
Shields,
The
News.
his
church
to
orchestra
for
will
escape
the
furnish
injury.
that Combs and Wyatt are going
past three and one-half years and signed for the trip. The local group There is between four and five dents in grades nine through 12.
music for dancing. The dance will
into office saddled with many
The new auditorium will be much
progress has been made dur- Includes Gregg Williamson, Way- feet of water in the creek at that
be
open
to the public.
problems, chief among them is an
built on the north side of the ing
mon Hancok, Stuart Voelpel, Andy
that
time.
point.
The Fulton Jaycees' Turkey church and the present auditoriastronomical expenditure to pay
Batts, Paul Westpheling, III, JimThe truck, loaded with 19 large
Shoot
will
courts
continue
the
for the next um will be used for Sunday
the veteran's bonus if
my Yates, Terry Willingham, Ron- logs,
was en route to Murphy's
rule the referendum voted upon two Sunday afternoons at the old School Classes.
ny Homra, Chas. Mark Allen, Bill saw
By Bill Hays
Mill, south of Clinton. The
Kitty League ball park. The
by the people as a valid one.
Hancock,
Philip
Merryman,
Jim truck was
The
financing
of
the
new
audiproperty of the saw
shoots begin at 1 p. m. and con"It was a cold and rainy winter
Hinkle.
torium is being done through the
mill.
day
We were amazed that the trem- tinue until 4:30 p. m. ApproxiHarry
Also
Williams,
Glen
ExCity
National
Bank, by the sale
Hickman County Sheriff, Curtis
"I was sick with no conception
endous opposition to a sales tax matey 33 or 40 participated in the of
Jerry
Elliott,
urn.
McGuire,
Danny
bonds, of which the local conJ. Vaughan reached the bridge
"On just how to score a deck
visible in other elections was
The final game of the season for Danny Fry, Danny Robbins, Phil- just before the truck. He
gregation has promised $39,500.00.
said he
this day
passed to finance a program that
MOVING THIS MONTH
Putnam,
lip
McClay,
Paul
Barry
the Fulton High Bulldogs will be
saw the heavily-loaded truck
"When I couldn't find my concan only lead to financial conThe new auditorium will seat played at Mayfield Friday night Roper, Donnie Green, Jimmy
coming
and yielded it the rightAirlene Gas Company will 552 without chairs,
nection
fusion and waste in some quarters.
and there will at 8 o'clock. Tickets for the game Stanfield, Jerry Elliott, Vyron of-way
on the narrow bridge.
*As I walked the streets of
As you well know the News was move its downtown office to its be a first floor, a balcony and a may be purchased
Mitchell,
others,
two
and
Jr.,
not
at
Fulton High
Sheriff Vaughan said he saw
Harlem
opposed to a sales tax to pay off new building in Highlands on nursery.
School. Adult tickets are $1.00 and named on the list this week.
the bridge buckle as the truck
20-21,
"There was no one on the scene
the
News
a veteran's bonus. We were not November
The
delegation
Fulton
be
The
will
addition to the local church students are 50 cents, if purmoved onto it, and tried to signal
"And baby I was strung out
opposed to a bonus payment to learned this week.
is to take care of the growth of chased here, but at Mayfield stu- by far the largest group from the the
driver to speed across. He
"With just a nickel in my
veterans, but we were certainly
the congregation over the past dents will have to pay adult Council,'according to the present
saki, however, that the bridge
jeans."
opposed to the manner in which it
FIELD FIRE TUESDAY
several years.
prices, Principal Mansfield Martin quota. Eighteen have signed from gave away almost
instantly.
This bit is "Crazy, Man, Crazy"
was to be financed and the manMayfield, 12 from Paducah. 11
said.
The sheriff assisted Shields to written by a "Beatnik" who was a
At present plans are being comThe Fulton Fire Department
ner in which it is stipulated that
from Murray, two from Union safety and then
radioed instruc- "Fuzz" — title "Junkie's Woe.
it must be administered. Thinking. was called out shortly before 10:30 pleted and the dhurch officers are
Mr. Martin said that Fulton City and one each from Benton.
tions for barricades and warnings
In other words this poetry WAS
conscientious veterans voted a- Tuesday morning to put out a asking for bids on the construc- High has a block
Brookport.
of
400
Symsonia
and
tickets
on
field fire back of Hillview Hospi- tion job.
to be put on the heavily traveled, written by a policeman who was
gainst it
the 40-yard line for the Fulton
schedule
tentative
for
calls
The
tol on the By-Pass.
blacktop road.
posing as a member of the ConThe plans are being drawn up fans.
the entire group to travel to Co!.
Traffic between Hailwell and fused Set. It more or less preWe have been somewhat amused
Clinton is being routed through sents the situation in New York's
since the returns piled up a
Columbus, doubling the distance Greenwich Village, Harlem and
tremendous victory for Combs and
between the two points.
Brooklyn where the police roundWyatt at those persons in Fulton
ed up 96 of the "Beat Generation"
who fought the team vigorously in
on charges of possession of and
the primary and then joined with
The Fulton Lions presented presented a hoofing number.
use of drugs.
the Republicans in the general their annual Minstrel show at Members were Gail Bushart, sented by Miss Cathy Campbell. act. Sharrye Johnson, Joan Fulwho has been seen in several ler, Frieda Simpson, Betty Ann
The police were ordered by Inelection to hand them a sound Garr Institute on November 9 and Cindy Homra, Ruby Carolyn
Al- shows before.
Powell, Sally Hall, Linda Thorpe.
spector Edward F. Carey to start
beating. You know these so-called 10 at 7:30 p. m. The theme this len. Pamela Whitlock and
Sally
regulars
Old
back
again
this
Lynn
Holloway,
and Ann Bowers
public-spirited citizens as well as year was "Make Mine Southern Pirtle.
growing goatees, stop cleaning
year were "Spider Joe" Gregory made up the chorus.
The South Fulton P-TA will their clothes, and "make with*
we do. On the one hand they talk Style" and was well received by
This year the show had a few doing "A Good Man is Hard To
a big game of "no-politics-in busi- a large audience at both per- newcomers. Joe "Restless" Graves
The endmen, who kept the show meet Thursday night at 7 p. m. at the bongo drums, The result, the
Find", "Tilly Boy" Adams crying
school for its monthly meet- arrest of the "Beatniks" and
ness" while on the other hand formances.
performed his version of "Georgia "Teardrops From My Eyes", Ed- lively and witty in the tradition of the
ing.
rounded up about a milion dollars
they deviously engage in such acMinstrel
show,
the
On
were
My
Vyron
Mind",
Ed
"Bottleneck"
Mr. Interlouter was Jimmy
die "Hambone" Erickson with
So will the Terry-Norman P- of "pot" — that marijuana.
tivity hoping to gain some kind Warren,
who was also a member Nally sang "Lazy River", David "Carolina In The Morning", and "Mose" Mitchell, Shelton "Flash" TA meet Thursday at 2:30
p. m. at
The detectives in this rouse in.
of political cognizance. They of the
"Km Tones" with J. C. "Tired" Daniels, the laziest man "Mose" Mitchell bleating "Does Owen, Tillman "Tilly Boy" Ad- the sdhool. "Health" will
be the filtrated the ranks of the "Bro..
failed in their attempt this time, Suggs,
ams, Charles "Spider Joe" GregTillman Adams and Vyron of them all, managed "Life Gets Your Heart Beat For Me."
subject for the program and the thers" and even were so good at
just as miserably as their miser- Mitchell.
Tdjus" and Sharrye Johnson of
The girls dance chorus, The ory. Jimmy "Mr. Friendly" Young. County Health Nurse, Mrs.
Bras- it, they were given beet names —
able attempts to play cat and
Water Valley hoofed a special Polka Dots, presented a square and Stanley "Stove Pipe" Jones.
well will be the guest speaker.
Gorgeous George, the Sailor. the
mouse with important issues and
The Snappy Tappers from Rose- number.
dance during the first act and a
The show was directed by Mrs.
All members are urged to at- Blotch, and Stone Face. Detective
Countered on Pere ren
mary Peterson's dancing school
"Them There Eyes" was pre- soft shoe number in the second H.
N. Strong, Jr.
tend the meetings.
Continued OR Pete /kw

Fulton can get a modern, spacious new bus station if
civic leaders coordinate the efforts of the Greyhound
Bus Lines, the Brooks Bus Lines and Continental Trailways bus service.
Such was the information revealed to the News today
by a prominent Fulton lady who has waged a private,
personal battle to get adequate bus service for this area.
The story goes like this:
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Fulton's 27-Scout Delegation Tops J. L. McGowan
List To Colorado July Jamboree Dies Wednesday

Fulton Jaycees To Sponsor Day
Long Radio Marathon Dec. 21

Truck Collapses
Hailwell Bridge

Central Church Of Christ To Start
Construction On New Auditorium
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Tickets On Sale
Here For Game
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Fulton Lions Club Annual Minstrel Is Big Success

P-TA Groups To
Have Meetings

PLAIN TALK
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The Comparison Will Be Educational

THAT'S 111nrrrw

power is absolute nonKentucky Utilities Company, un- supplies of
the
sense, completely contrary to
doubtably exhuberant over having
.
added
facts,' they
beaten down the TVA proponents in
l that
rariin
tempo
Well, now. We seem to recal age"
and
week
Glasgow last
short
er
"pow
a
about
the talk
ly (and maybe for some time) snarlarea and
stconte
it
lawsu
a
dealt entirely with TVA
in
eton
ing up Princ
statenothing else. TVA made that
ing its pro-TVA ballot decision, ist
abou
ed
ment, and they weren't worri
sued a publicity release this week
's
What
anybody's area but their own.
pointing out some of its other proWEREN'T
more, their statements
gress.
.
facts
nonsense at all, they were
The release mentions the 52-mik
s
high voltage line from the Green
As TVA and KU take their place
and
d,
FulRiver generators to Morganfiel
side by side in South Fulton and
the
of
ens
citiz
the
reinforcement of a 32-mile line from
ly,
ctive
respe
ton
enda
h
comm
have
Rumsey to Corydon, whic
two communities are going to
longa
of
are
part
comp
are
able improvements
first-hand opportunity to
range system improvement plan of service, rates and commercial and inthe company. But mention of these
dustrial attractiveness of the two,
tunioppor
an
left
alsd
improvements
something that no Other Kentucky
of
TVA,
t
abou
dig
a
in
ty to get
community had had an opportunity
e.
cours
to observe.
"There has never been a lack of
Tlie comparison — on all four
adequate power in the KU area," the
counts — should prove educational,
company pointed out. "Talk about a
once and for all.
threat of power.shortage or uncertain

HERZ'S NEWS

there in person, your views won't be
entered in the record. You Can't write
or phone, or wire. You have to BE
there.
It just so happens that darn few
people around here can take off two
days and go 325 miles away for such
things as these, however important
they may be, so the advantage rests
with the other fellow, who wins if no
one shows up. The justifiable opposition to the Missionary Bottoms license comes from property owners
and school and church people living
nearby. These people all have to
work for a living and can't afford
either the time or the money to make
a trip to Frankfort to protest. Yet, because they can't, their protest will not
be registered at this all-important
final-stage hearing.
It would seem to us that hearings
like these, if they are really for registering the voice of the people, should
be held somewhere in Western Kentucky like Paducah, or Hopkinsville,
or Maclisonville . . . or even Fulton.
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DSc.

Members of the boys team are
Sam Miller, John Hughsts, Pat
Dowly, Jimmy L o we, Aaron
Hawks, Donald Parchman. Mike
Reed, Richard label. Bily Hickman. Morton Brooks, Ronnie Pope,
Charles Halley. Richard Moss,
Greg St. Jcdhn, Mike Martin, Gary
Jones and Tommy Parr.

HELP
U HELP
VDU liELP'MUIR COUNT/WM(0)0
SAANOS

)OURSELF MON YDO BUY U.S.
DONDS PAY
BOHM.litE* MRSES g AND /1
5 tit X AT Manila-TY AND ALL a BONDS
o MATWAY OE HEW TEN YEARS BEH:DAI
LAITY, WITH INTEREST CONTINUING.
IN
NAD
EWA
YOU
EIUY
IT'S ThE BEST
SONDS.

The schedule is as blows:

MANSION'S STATION

Nov. 13—Woodland, there;
Nov. 17—Open;
Nov. 19—DIxie, there;
Nov. 29—Dresden, here;
Nov. 24—Hornbeak, there;
Nov. 25—Rives, here;
Dec. 1—Martin. here;
Dec. 4-0bion, here;
Dec. 8—Open,
Dec. 11—Fulton, here,
Dec. 15—Woodland, here;

liarmon's Station, eastern Kentucky's first white settlement in
1787, was not far south of Paintsville. A marker on U. S. 23 stands
near the spot.
OLDEST COURTHOUSE
The Washington County courthouse at Springfield, erected in
1812, is the oldest courthouse in
use in Kentucky.
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and Convenience
FROM THE FILES:—

of a modern automatic

Turning Back The Clock—
NOVEMBER IS, 1939
Governor Keen Johnson led his
opponent, Circuit Judge King
Swope, in the gubernatorial election by 98.830 votes with 3.485 of
the 4,341 precincts reported.

HappinessIn Marriage
by Msgr. Maurice J. Dingman
WE LIVE in an age which does not
give love its proper meaning. We are
bombarded on our radio and TV with
live songs which only partly tell us
what love it. As a result most people
find it hard to define love.
Certainly people who are selfish —
who are constantly seeking only their
own satisfaction at the expense of
others — do not know the meaning of
love. Love is doing good for others. If
you are really in love you are happy
to sacrifice for the one you love. So
the test of love is sacrifice. Such is the
love between a husband and wife.
FRIENDSHIP found in marriage
should begin to grow during courtship, when the couple finds that their
interests are alike. Love develops as
the couple find they agree on fundamntal issues, on what is right a n d
what is wrong, and on their worship
vf God. Disagreement on these things
zan bring a rift into marriage.
-- Psychological differences, h o wever, do exist between husband and
wife. The weakness of the one should
be made up for the strength of the
other.
LONELINESS is usually the
wife's big problem. To be happy she
must be told daily that she is beauti-

1111—Paris, there;
Dec. 19—Tresevant, here;
Dec. 22—Open;
Dec. 29—Troy. there;
Jan. 2—Union City, there;
Jan. 5—Rives, there;
Jan. 8—Martin, there;
Jan. li—Dixie, here;
Jan. 12—Dresden, there;
Jan. 15—Paris, hens;
Jan. 19—Palmersrille, here;
Jan. 22—Union City, here;
Jan. 26- -Fulton. there;
Jan 29—Hornbeak, here;
Feb. 2-0bion, there.

South Fulton's Red Devils began
basketball practice last week and
are getting into shape for the first
game on Friday November 13 with
Woodland Kills there.
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Distance Sometimes Proves A Barrier
Kentucky is a great, elongated
State, and there are times that we
think it ought to conduct certain of its
public business by sections rather
than keep it centralized in Frankfort.
As an example, look at our own
Fulton County, a narrow, elongated
County. Over the years, it has proven
beneficial to hold Court both in Hickman and in Fulton; to sell licenses
and transact other county business at
headquarters established both in Fulton and in Hickman. While such a
split isn't required, it has proven very
helpful to those around Fulton and is
much appreciated. It serves the people.
Last week we received a notice that
a hearing is to held in Frankfort on a
matter that is exclusively the concern
of certain people in Fulton: the issuance of a new liquor license in Missionary Bottoms. In order to express
opposition to this license, all protesting must appear personally in Frankfort on Thursday noon. If you can't be
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

South Fulton Red Devils Open
Season With Woodland Nov. 13

ful, loved and needed. If the husband
doesn't give her affection and companionship he can work like a slave,
provide every comfort, and be a
model of faithfulness without making
her happy.
DISCOURAGEMENT, on t h e
other hand, is the husband's big problem. The wife has a duty to encourage
him. She will strengthen him if she
will only give him the well-deserved
compliments and recognition he
needs.
The husband has a greater need for
physical expression of his love than
does his wife. When the wife misunderstands or rejects this longing
and desire she is making a mistake.
Often we have the wrong attitude toward the bodily part of marriage, so
we somehow get the idea that the
marriage act is wrong. But it is a good
which God normally wants all married people to enjoy.
HAPPY MARRIAGES are not accidents. They are the result of the
husband and wife working together.
But for a marriage to be a success it
must include a third person — God.
The day you were married God
promised you the special helps you
need to nourish your love. You have
the right to ask Him for the additional help you need throughout your
marriage. Whenever you have a problem and can't solve it you must go to
Christ and ask Him for help. Where
Christ is the third person of your
marriage, you are bound to be happy.
EXPECTATION
When the destination is desirable,
expectation speeds our progress.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Uncertainty and expectation are
the joys of life.
—William Congreve
With what a heavy and retarding
weight does expectation load the
—William Mason
wing of time.

John Earle, local Chevrolet
dealer, presented a vocational program at the Rotary Club Tuesday.
He told of the problems that pertain to the retailing of automobiles.
Joe Browder was in charge of
the program at the weekly meeting of the Lions Club held last
Friday at the Rainbow Room, and
entertained members with a motion picture show.
The Fulton High Bulldogs will
play in Owensboro tonight (Friday) at 7:30 o'ciolik.

The Bunco Club met last 'Thursday afternobn in the home of Mrs.
Walter Shupe on Pearl Street.
Twelve members were presnt.
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Pentecost
of Mayfiell, Ky., announce the
marriage of their daughter. Annie
Beth Pentecost. to J. R. Powell,
son of Mrs. J. R. Powell Of near
Fulton. The ceremony was performed Thursday night, Nov. 2.
by Rev. Woodrow Fuller at the
Baptist parsonage. The only attendants were Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Williamson.

The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Church met Monday
night at the home of Mn. R. B.
Jones on West Street. Miss Nelle
Marie Mooneyham was co-hostess.

Kentucky

I

Mrs. Finis Houston and Miss
Margaret King were hostes:,es to
a dinner party Tuesday night at
the home of Mrs. Houston on
Bates Street, complimenting Miss
Mildred Graham, bride-elect of
Enoch Milner.

ELECTRIC
clothes dryer

Set it...
Forget it
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Miss Tommie Nell Gates was
hostess to a bridge party Wednesday night at her home on Central Avenue. 'for her liter, Mrs.
A. L. Fatherree, of Memphis.
Tenn., who is visiting relatives
here.

Windage

Hy P. W.
Woe is me, bad news has decended. The cranberry crop from
the West Coast has been found
contaminated and there goes the
principal ingredient for Thanksgiving and Christmas dinner.
Usually I eat more cranberry
sauce than I do turkey or chicken.
While the government says that
only the Oregon and Washington
crop is contaminated and the rest
of the country's production from Wisconsin, New Jersey and
Massachusetts — is tentatively
okay, who's to decide after they're
on the table, and the can's thrown
away without the label being
read? Or if you're served cranberries in a restaurant? Shall a
good host cut out the label and
serve it with the contents?
And even if they get all the
andotriazole out of the '80 crop,
who's to tell how long cans of the
'58 and '59 crop will still be around? For example we have a
can of La Chop chinese dinner in
our pantry that I know has been
there for six years and as far as I
know is still good. I have been
tempted to open it up for dog
food on several occasions but
didn't.
At this late hour. the only thing
that will save the day is for someone to come up with some synthetic cranberry extract that can be
added to jello, and I hope they do.
More discouraging news. Just
as we in the five-State area
thought we were going to have the
ninth wonder of the world in a
TV tower at Cape that will be 204
feet taller than the Empire State
building — now comes the announcement that a Louisville TV
station will plan to build one even
higher than that.
More disconcerting news. The
Federal Trade Commission has directed that "Carter's Little Liver
Pills" drop the word "liver" from
its brand name. It just won't be
fashionable to take pills that

aren't specifical 1 y
some ailment

mentioning

A third Launderette is coming
to Fulton, repOrtedly being built
by Raymond Clark on the former
I. M. Jones property facing the
Martin highway in South Fulton.
An adjoining building will house
a cabinet shop. and future plans
contemplate filling up the entire
frontage for a shopping center .. .
Other signs of progress are evident in downtown this week, as
the McDaniel' at City Drug replace many of the store's interior
fixtures with modern new ones,
and A&P prepares the interior of
Its store for new shelving and fixtures.

"...and only about 7( a load
Is oil you pay to dry clothes the
clean, automatic electric way.
This is the average cost per load
with our low electric rotes."

Install A New Electric Range Or Dryer And

We'll help pay your wiring bill
IF YOU CHANGE
FROM 2-WIRE
TO 3-WIRE,
100 AMPERE SERVICE

Annual Contest
Underway At U-T
Amateur playwrights in Obion
County should begin polishing up
their best works for entry in the
sixth annual Original One-Act
Play Contest at the University of
Tennessee.
Authors of the three top amateur plays submitted in the contest, sponsored jointly by the U-T
Carousel Theatre and the West
Knoxville Kiwanis Club. will see
their plays performed at the
Carousel Theatre in Knoxville on
May 12-14. Judges at the performances will select first, second,
and third place winners, and the
authors will take home prizes of
$75, $50, and $25.
The first-place winner also will
receive the Walter Hampden Dougherty Award of $25 for playwriting.
MISSISSIPPI RIVER
The Mississippi River twists and
turns for more than 50 miles along
Kentucky's western border, offering many a scene of natural beauty, such as the long stretch of
water at Columbus Belmont State
Park,

OR

PP YOU INSTALL
A NEW 240-VOLT
RANGE OR
DRYER CIRCUIT
For oath 240-volt electrk range or dryer Installed in the home of a KU customer between
September 1 and December 13, 1959, the
Company will pay the customer $35 if he
changes from 2-wire to 3-wire, 100-ampere
senrice, or $15 If he installs a new range or
dryer circuit.
See Your D•alor
Or Our Local Managor

KENTUCKY UTIUTIES COMPANY
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different
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prices jumped up to $1.90 a bushel Community - 9:30 a. m. - Glass - that the "best buy" priority sys- grams of alotrnents and price suppreviously
tem
announced
will
be ports will be available to upland number of years each has served.
Mt. bforiah Community - 1:00
last week.
used in States and counties to de- cotton growers again in 1960, if
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FULTON COUNTY: Mr. J. C.
The acreage seeded to small
termine which applicants can be marketing quotas are approved in Sugg. Sr. (33),
Route 4, F'ulton,
Thursday night, November 12
offered contracts. The general the December 15 Referendum.
Ky.; Mr. E. D. Johnson (21), Hick()Won County Fair Association order of acceptance wil be on the
Provided
least
at
two-thirds
of man. Ky.; Browder Milling Co.
Membership meeting - Circuit
Meet complete stook in
basis of offers at the lowest per- the growers voting approve mar- (20), Fulton, Ky.; Mr:
4411-411 Lake Street
J. P. WilCeurtroom
Courthouse - Union centage of the basic
West Kentucky
per-acre rate keting quotas for the 1960 upland liams (20), Route 1,
Talton, Ky.
Crutchfield,
City - 7:30 p. m.
established for the farm.
Try the New Chain Saw
cotton crop, the Chairman exSaturday, November 14
The Department of Agriculture plained, the individual farm opChamp...the NEW
Obion County Soil Conservaerator — as in 1959 — will be
tion District Supervisors Election also announced that a total of apable to choose between the Choice
- 9:00 a. m. - 4:00 p. m. Polls at proximately 22.4 million acres
have been placed in the Conserva- (A) and Choice (B) allotmentvarious locations in the county.
Reserve under the 1956-59 and-price-support programs.
tion
Thursday night, November 18
Choice (A) will include the
Approximately 14.7
()Won County Livestock As- programs.
"regular" farm allotments and
sociation meeting - Farm Bureau million of this is in whole-farm
price support on cotton grown in
Hall - Union City - 7:00 p. m.. contracts, under which all the
compliance with the (A) allotTopic - Use of Tranquilizers on cropland on the farm is retired
ment at not leas than 75 percent
from production.
Beef Cattle.
• STRAIGHT BOURBON
Texas leads all States in the a- of parity — the exact level to be
mount of acreage placed in the re- announced later. Choice (B) will
CONSERVATION RESERVE
• 90 PROOF
• 4 YEARS OLD
serve in the past 4 years, with a include an allotment which is 40
APPLICATIONS HEAVY
total of 3.2 million acres. Other percent larger than the "regular"
Farmers over the Nation have leading States in order are North farm allotment, and prier supapplied to place almost twice as Dakota, Minnesota, South Dakota, port on eligible cotton at not less
much land in the 1960 Conserva- Oklahoma, Colorado, and Kansas. than 60 percent of parity.
Mr. Bard stated that farmers
tion Reserve of the Soil Bank as North Dakota leads in the amount
Phone 168
267 Fourth St. the amount that can be accepted of new acreage offered for 1960, will be informed of both allotments for their farms well in adwith 1.3 million acres.
vance of the Dec. 15 Referendum.
The Conservation Reserve of the
If the 1960-crop quota vote is
Soil Bank is voluntary production favorable, farm operators
will
adjustment program under which later receive notice of
the price
farmers sign contracts to with- support available on their
cotton
draw cropland from production under both choices. and
of the
for a period of years and devotes deadline by which they must
the land to grass or trees or to register their election of
a Choice
water or wildlife coservation. The (B) allotment at the County
OfGovernment agrees to share the fice (ASC). If the
operator wishes
cost of establishing the conserva- to grow his cotton under Choice
tion use and to made annual pay- (A), no action need be taken;
ments on the designated land.for Choice (A) will automatically apthe contract period.
ply on the farm if the farm operator does not elect Choice (B)
STATE COTTON
before the deadline.
ALLOTMENT SET
KENTUCKY REPORTING
Kentucky cotton growers will
SERVICE HONORS ITS
available
under
acres
7,634
have
HXLPERS
the "regular" allotment program
on which to grow upland cotton in
What was the yield of corn 40
1960, according to W.0. Gilbreath. years ago? How much did a ton
Chairman of the Kentucky Agri- of feed cost in 1925? Few
people
cultural Stabilization and Con- can remember these figures. But
servation Committee.
farm and rural people have been
The State allotMent will be ap- reporting these and many other
portioned to counties and to in
lividual farm operators in advance of the cotton marketing
quota referendum which has been
announced for December 15.
If marketing quotas are approved in the referendum. farm
operators will have a choice between this regular (Choice A) allotment and a Choice B allotment
which is 40 percent larger. The
Choice B allotment calls for a
price support rate which is 15 percent below the Choice A rate.
411111111111111.11110.111111IIIIMMINIM Each upland cotton farm operator in the State will be informed
Get More Out Of Life — Go Out To A Movie!
of both the A and B allotments
Open Every
for his farm before the referendum.
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
There's nothing like a new rat —and no new ear lax a Chevrolet. This is the 1960
Last year Kentucky had a regChevrolet Bel Air Sport Coupe!
ular upland cotton allotment of
Adm. 15c — 50c
7,554 acres, which was increased
to 9,317 acres when approximately
25 percent of the operators in the
State elected Choice B allotments.

Farm News, Meetings, Events

FAILKELS
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Barnette
Tractor Company

$1.30 "liiiinl

$2.50 pint

$4.00 fifth

FOR SALE

One of Fulton's most attractive homes located in the Highlands on a 65 x 210 ft. lot. Four
bedrooms, den, recreation room in full basement, plenty of closet space, hardwood floors,
full tile bathroom upstairs and half-tile bath
downstairs, newly redecorated screened-in
front porch, and clean throughout. Home is
fully insulated with coal furnace and automatic stoker. Backyard has concrete table,
huge concrete barbecue pit and high hedge for
privacy, and plenty of shade and fruit trees.
Can be seen by appointment.

Call 1270 or 470
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Starts Friday,Then Sat.& Sin.
A Fine Picture For Adults And
Young People But Not For Children

There Are No Juvenile Delinquents — — —
They Are Nice Kids In Trouble! Listen To Janet
(age 15): Maybe I Could Go To My Aunt Clara's.
She's Over Two Hundred Miles Away. Maybe I
Could Just Disappear Somewhere Or — — — Just
Drown Myself! — — —

A story of lost

innocence...
and the
solutions
teenagers
find for
themselves!

"blue J
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oTiEs'atar • PliTp'5uvf • ESSO411111P CON
Added Enjoyment
"101st Airborne" And Color Cartoon

Calaiumaa.figare=42d6

A total of 20 farmers in Fulton
County have filed applications for
contracts in the Soil Bank Conservation Reserve beginning in
1060, ASC Chairman Roy Bard
announced today.
Of the applications filed, 20 call
for tlie retirement of whole farms
from crop production and the remaining 0 are for less than whole
farm acreage. The total acreage
included in the applications is
1793.4 acres.
Mr. Bard said the applications
now will be analyzed and a physical check will be made of the land
offered for the program. Farmers
whose applications can be accepted will be notified when their
contracts are ready for signature
at the county ASC office. Farmers

STARLITE
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
WED.-THUR.-FRI. Nov. 11-12-13
(Starts at 7: and 9:15)
THE SOUND AND THE FURY
With Joan Woodward

PEOPLE SAY THESE ARE THE THINGS THEY WANT
IN A CAR...and CHEVROLET for'60 comes closest to meeting every need!

Interviews with thousands of car owners across the country show clearly what they like or dislike about their
present cars... and what they want most in their 1960 cars. Here's tchat the people tell us they want...
and here's how Cherrolet meets their needs.
"Price, that's what's uppermost In my
mind." All Impalas and Bel Airs with
V8 engines are lower in price, as are
automatic transmissions and many
other popular options. Also Biacaynea
now include as stah(lard equipment
conveniences formerly optional at
extra cost.
"And how about oneratIng economy?
And resale value?" You keep right on
saving after you buy your favorite
Chevrolet, too. And Chevrolet's traditionally higher resale value means
you'll get more back when you trade.

1960 is no exception. But really, this
kind of lightness and precision you've
simply got to enjoy for yourself.

"Let's keep upkeep down, too." More
than ever, Chevrolet for 1960 is built
to stay on the road and out of the
repair shop. You can tell that from its
hushed, unruffled way of going, from
the solid thank of Chevy's big doors.
Of course, if you should need service,
you're always near efficient, economical attention to your needs.

"...a car you can look at and be smug
about buying it." Chevrolet for 1960
leaves the low-price field far behind
when it comes to fashion. But you're
the best judge of stylirg, so take a
good close look at Chevrolet. We warn
you: you're about to fall in love.

"Give me plenty of good old-fashioned
comfort." There's comfort and then
some in this one. Chevy's long on
space, for one thing. Once you're under
way you'll know just how comfortable
Full Coil suspension makes your ride.

"I want a car that w11: stnnd up to the
driving 1 de." For proof of Chevy's
staying power, just speni a minute
watching the nearest road. You'll see
more Chevrolets traveling on it than
any other car—evidence-on-wheels of
Chevrolet durability.(And that higher
resale value attests to it, too.)

"Safety—don't forget safety!" You're
surrounded by safety features in a new

"Me for a sweet-handling car." Handling's always been Chevy's forte, and

"And performance. Let's have a hot
ono!"Chevy's spirited V8's have set the
standard for ultra-efficient power in
American-built passenger car engines.
You've got a long list of performanceminded transmissions to pick from, too.
So that, friends, is what you told us
you want. We think it ..an be summed
up rather well in just one word: value.
Get the full story of Chevy's brand of
value soon at your Chevrolet dealer's.

Nearest to perfection a low-priced Cdf ever came ...

SATURDAY - NOV. 14
(Starts at 8:30)
THUNDER IN THE SUN
With Susan Hayward
(Also: starts at 7: and 9:30)
FOOTSTEPS IN THE NIGHT
With Bill Elliott
SUN.-MON.-TUE. - Nov. 15-16-17
ixasT RUN ATTRACTION
IN UNION MTV AREA
(Starts at 7: and 8:55)
Tea THE FIRST TIME
With Mario Lanza

Chevrolet. You've got big, sturdy
brakes underfoot, for example, that
last longer. As it has been for years,
safety is standard equipment in Chevy.

C ElitOLET

Ride test '60's best —at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's

TAYLOR CHEVROLET -- BUICK, INC.
104 East Fourth Street

Fulton
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Diary of Doin's

S. All frisk
Mrs. Harry Murphy—blue.
Mrs. Ray Graham—blue.
I. AB vegetables
Mn. S. M. DaMyer—blue.
Mrs. Ray Graham—red.
16. Reuse plants
Mrs. Harry Murphy—blue.
Mrs. Richardson—white.
Mrs. Richardson—red.

(Items gathered along FuLton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
A luncheon Thursday continued the series of parties
honoring Miss Barbara Ann Davisson of Memphis, who
was married to Dr. John Williams Tosh Saturday night
at Bellevue Baptist Church. Dr. Tosh, now of Memphis,
is a former Fultonian.
Hostess for the noon party at the Colonial Country
Club at Memphis were Mrs. R. Leland Payton, sister of
the bride-elect.
Miss Davisson received in a beige wool costume suit
and Mrs. Payton chose a black and cafe au lait wool
dress.
Special guests included Mrs. Henry Ashley Davisson,
mother of the honoree, and Mrs. Thomas Smith of
Huntsville, Ala., sister of the bride-elect.

Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Harrison
of Plymouth, Mich., are here
visiting for a week and a half
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Harrison of Dukedom.
Mr. and
Sunday afternoon
Mrs. Gerald Harrison spent with
Mrs.
Mother,
Mr. Callison's
Mary Callison, on her 80th
birthday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Archie Robertson.
*While visiting down here they
hope to see all their relatives
and many friends.

Baptists Adopt
Largest Budget

NEW
ARRIVAL
DEPT.
YTS A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Wade,
Fulton, are the proud parents of a
six pound, three ounce son, David
Gordon, born November 7. 1959 at
the HilIview Hospital.
ITS A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Johnson,
Wingo, Route I, are the proud
parents of a six pound, rune ounce
daughter, Janet Kay. born at 9:05
a. m., November 6. 1959 at the
Fulton Hospital.

Last Sunday the First Baptist
Church adopted and approved the
largest budget in its history.
During the next three weeks, an
extensive program will be concluded to subscribe the $70.000.00
budget. Special news letters, tithing testimonies, Sunday School
lessons, sermons, will all be used
to enlist every member of the
church in the stewardship program.
The budget committee. composed of L. M. McBride, Chairman, Mrs. Ual Killebrew, Mrs.
Charles Burrow, Mrs. David
Phelps, Paul Butts and Fred Bondurant, made a study of the giving habits of the church members.
'Nose who signed pledges last
year accounted for more than 90
percent of the total receipts for
1959 thus far. It is hoped that
those who are not sharing in the
great stewardship program of the
church will do so as a result of
the campaign.

PCA Meeting To
Be Held At Cayce

DEATHS
Mrs. Florence Barris
Mrs. Fit ranee Harris, 92, one of
Union City's eldest citizens, died
at about 7:15 Saturday morning
in the McAlister Nursing home in
Fulton where she had been a resident for the past two years.
Mr. Harris is a former resident
of the Mrs. Glenn Davis nursing
home of Union City. She was born
and educated in Union City and
later attended college. She spent
most of her life in the city. She
was married to James Clinton
Harris who died many years ago.
They had five children, four of
whom preceded her in death. Mrs.
Harris for years lived in a frame
residence at Church and Morgan
strtets, which has been torn down
with the lot now being used for
Baptist parking.
She leaves a son. W. T. Harris
of Memphis. a sister-in-law, Mrs.
J. C. Harris of Mayfield, two
nieces. Mrs. Charles L. Dismukes
and Mrs. McCall Morris, both of
Union City.

The 36th Annual Meeting of the
Production
Purchase
Jackson
Credit Association will be held at
Cayce Elementary School Friday
night, November 20th at 7:30 p. m.
Two directors are to be elected
at this meeting since the terms of
H. D. Hilliard, Hickman County
and Joe Payne, Graves County expire this year. Parnell Carrigan
represents Fulton County on the
board of directors.
A door prize meeting has been
planned with prizes valued over
one hundred dollars to be given to
members attending. Refreshments
will be served after the meeting.
Farmers are invited to attend.

Halt In Kentucky
Sales Is Sought

Mrs. W. L. Durbin and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Phipps.
Gertrude Murphey were hostesses
Route 4, Fulton, are the proud
The State Health Department
at a delightful dessert-bridge Satof a seven pound. 10 ounce
parents
asked Kentucky wholetoday
of
home
the
at
evening
urday
m.. Nop.
9:45
at
born
daughter,
stop cranberry sales volto
salers
Street.
Eddings
Miss Murphey on
vember 6, 1959 at the Jones Hosuntarily until the berries can be
pital.
checked for contamination.
Mrs. Viotet Johnson, former
The request followed a federal
Mich.,
Fulton resident, of Chelsea,
ITS A BOY
warning that part of
government
who is visiting relatives here, was
cranberry crop is
Coast
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Moore.
West
the
Ms. Amanda K. Bradiey, 96,
the inspiration for an informal
proud
the
a weed-killer
are
by
2,
d
Route
Clinton,
contaminate
Fuiton
the
of
meeting
October
pot-luck
Following the regular
who had lived in Graves County
coffee Friday afternoon given by
cancer in rats.
parents of a five pound, 15 and
luncheon at Ladies Day at the Woman's Club Friday at 3 p. m.
all of her life, died at 12:01 a. m. that produces
her niece, Mrs. Clyde Fields on
one-half ounce son. Kenneth Ray
The health department said a
Country Club Tuesday, games of
Tuesday, after a lengthy illness.
Following the business session, Paschal Street.
laboratory at CinMoore II, born at 6-48 a. m. Nobridge and golf were enjoyed by Mrs. Ben Evans introduced Mrs.
She died at the home of a son in food and drug
tests on berries
Fulton
the
running
at
1959
is
4.
cinnati
vember
made
being
is
nt
Announceme
attending.
Kv
those
Water Va;lev
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Doron celeArch Huddleston. who reviewed
Kentucky-Ohio
the
in
.Miss
Hospital.
handled
of
the
marriage
of
today
There were three tables of "Russian Duet" by Willie Snow brated their golden wedding anMrs. Bradey, widow of W. B. area.
and
Mr.
of
daughter
Long.
Betty
bridge players and 18 golfers. Ethridge. This was an account of niversary at an open house held
Rev. and Mrs. Tommy Rote, Mrs. Ben Long of near 'Troy, to Bradley, was a member of the
Team captains at golf were Mrs. the author's visit along with a fri- recently at their home on Route 2,
Shady Grove Presbyterian Church.
parproud
are
3,
Martin, Route
Buddy Lewis. son of Tom Lewis
P-TA GROI'PS MIET113
C. D. Edwards and Mrs. Bob Bin- end. Mrs. Nila Magadoff to Rus- Martin from two to five in the
Mrs. Bradey leaves three sons,
pound, six ounce of Union City.
eight
an
of
ents
The South Fulton P-TA will
ford.
sia in search of Mrs. Magadoff's afternoon.
Valley.
IAla Bradley of Water
son, born at 1:22 p. in.. November
The couple exchanged their
meet Thursday night at 7 p. in.
The couple exchanged their
of
Herbert
Bradley
Oak.
Royal
Medalist was Mrs. Ralph Can- family who she had not seen
4, 1959 at the Fulton Hospital.
monthly
wedding vows October 24 at 8 in
Mich.. and Ernest Bradley of May- at the school for its
trell. The low putts winner was since hr exile from that country wedding vows November 2, 1909
the evening in a double ring cere- field: two
Stalin
the
of
meeting.
height
the
parMrs.
and
during
Doron
Mrs.
of
daughters, Mrs. Sallie
at the home
Mrs. Vivian Wiliarnson
IT'S A GIRL
mony performed by the Rev. John ,,ga%ley of
Fo will the Terry-Norman
Bativa. Ill., and Mrs.
ents, the late Mr. and Mrs. L. B.
Bob Binford won the novelty regime.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Brockwell Laida of Fulton at the home of the
at 2:30
Nina Bradley of Troy. Tenn.; 32 P-TA meet Thursday
prize.
During the social hour refresh- Lassiter, in northwest Weakley are the proud parents of a seven bridegroom's aunt in Fulton.
at the school. "Health" will
p.m.
en,
and
38
sons
hilgrandchildr
three
have
They
great-grandc
county.
were
Hostesses
week
served.
were
next
ments
Team captains for
pound. two ounce daughter born
The bride chose an ice blue tafbe the subject for the program
will be Mrs. Joe Treas and Mrs. Mrs. Roy Latta, Mrs. Serena El- a daughter, Dr. N. S. Doron of at 1:18 p. m.. November 9, 1959 at feta frock featuring an extremely dren. and five great-great-grand- and the County Health Nurse,
children.
Long
Doron,
T.
W.
liott, Mrs. C. L. Drysdale, Mrs. I. Fulton. Ky.,
Maxwell McDade.
guest
the Fulton Hospital.
full skirt and moulded bodice with
Sevices were held Wednesday Mrs. Braswell wili be the
W. Little, Mrs. John Earle. Mrs. J. Island, N. Y., W. R. Doron. Huntsneckline and white
scooped
a
A benefit bridge will be held at
speaker.
afternoon at 2 at the Hopkins and
C Hancock, and Mrs W. S. Atkins. vile. Ala, and Mrs. W. B. Doyle of
IT'S A GIRL
Chantilly lace bolero jacket with Brown Funeral Home at
the Country Club next Monday
All members are urged to atWingo.
The arrangements committee for Union City
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Liliker Union three-quarter sleeves.
night.
tend the meetings.
Ky.
The
H.
Rev.
M.
and
Suthard
theme
color
white
and
gold
A
the flower show were Mrs. D. C.
City, Route 1, are the proud parThe couple will live in Union the Rev. Otis Shultz
officiated.
Thacker, Mrs. Ray Graham, Mrs. was highlighted at the serving ents of a six pound, 11 ounce dau- City where both are employed.
Miss Barbara Caldwell has
Burial, under direction of Whitnel to word received by relatives in
with
table which was overlaid
Hutcherson,
7:30
Lena
at
Mrs.
High
born
Latta,
Roy
Dixie
Sue,
attended
Janice
ghter,
Mrs. Lewis
been elected annual representative
Funeral Home of Fulton, was in Fulton.
Mrs. Leon Browder and Mrs. Clint gold linen veiled with white lace p. m., November 1, 1959 at the school and works at Salant and
Crndr. Baird is the son of
Bradley Cemetery.
of the sophomore class at the Uniaroblong
an
with
centered
and
Reeds.
Fulton Hospital.
Salant. The bridegroom is emMr. and Mrs. Horton Baird of
versity of Tennessee at Martin.
of gold gladioli and
rangement
ployed at Paul Shaw's service
Winners for the show are as fol- mums interspersed with tulle.
Fulton and is an officer in the
Miss Caldwell, a sophomore in
IT'S A GIRL
staktion.
corps at the U. S. Naval
business administration, is the lows:
denial
gift
Gold vases on the mantle held
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Brasfield.
The infant daughter of Lt. Base at Norfolk. His wife Is the
daughter of Harvey Caldwell of 1. Rse — Specimens — Any kind bouquets of gold and white mums.
Route 4. Hickman are the proud
Cmdr. and Mrs. Danny Baird of daughter of Mrs. S. H. Hilliard of
Fulton and Mrs. Louise H. Cald- or color
A three-tiered cake decorated in parents of a six pound, ten ounce
City.
Norfolk was still-born, according Fulton.
Union
e
Nugent—blu gull and white stood at one end of
well of
Mrs. Bertha
daughter born at 7:50 p m. Noribbon;
the table.
vember I, 1959 at the Hillview
Mrs. Mace McDade—red ribThe Annie Armstrong Circle of
Mrs. Doron received in a black Hospital.
its
had
Church
bon;
Baptist
First
the
crepe frock accented by an inserMrs. W. T. Samons--white.
'Thanksgiving pot-luckdinner and
tion of powder blue faille studThe Obion-Weakley County
home
the
at
meeting Monday night
L. Rose Arrangements
ded with rhinestones, forming a
Dairy Herd Improvement Assn.
of Mrs. Jewell Adams. There were
accesHer
sweetheart neckline.
Mrs. Fred Brady—blue.
has not held it organizational
11 members present.
Mrs. Catherine Browder—red. sories were black and she pinned
meeting, yet a tester has already
The group will have its ChristMrs. Mace McDadei—white. a corsage of gold roses at her
employed and eight herds
been
mas party on Dec. 14.
3. Chrysanthemums — arrange- shoulder.
The Jollyelli Rernemakers met tested.
gold
cake,
of
s
Refreshment
6:30
ment
The dinner was held at
Tom McCutchen. county agent.
the home of Mrs. Freddie
punch, white and gold mints and at
Mrs. W. T. Samons—blue.
p. m. After the delicious meal, the
president, Mrs. who moves at a rapid pace all of
The
Hamilton.
ly
Mrs. Allen Austin—blue.
nuts were served to approximate
meeting was called to order by
Cummings, presided. There the time. said today that the or80 guests who called during the Nelson
Mrs. Leland Adams, president, Chrysanthemums — Specimen
ganization meeting for the associshort recreation period.
a
was
Mrs. Lawson Roper—blue.
afternoon.
who presided over the business
One new member, Mrs. Charlie ation will be held sometime this
e.
Roper—Whit
Lawson
Mrs.
rewas
session. The Watchword
joined the club. Elections on month and at that time five diMrs. Lawson Roper—red.
Among those attending the ball- Lee,
peated in unison and prayer was
chairmen was conducted. rectors will be named. He said
project
were
arrange•
—
game at Nashville Saturday
4. Chrysanthemum
led by the president.
— Mrs. Eliza from this group the officers will
Management
Home
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Puckett. Mr.
Therroll call was read by the ments
— Mrs. be elected.
Furnishing
Home
Patton,
Extra special and going fast! — Our big 25-inch
and Mrs. Win Whitnel, Mr. and
secretary, Mrs. Leon Hutchens.
Mrs. Win Whitnel—blue.
Mr. McCutchen said Almus
Charlie Lee, Clothing — Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Homra,
Vinyl doll with hair — she drinks — she wets —
ComFoal
the
Mrs.
by
made
ue.
was
A report
Mrs. Marie Holland—bl
Creddie Atkins, Canning — Mrs. Polsgrove of Fulton is the tester
munity Chairman, Mrs. Leland
Mrs. Bertha Nugent—white. Ernest Fall, Dr. and Mrs. R. V. Blame Mitchell.
the -Hottest" Doll on the market; Specially priced
for the group. He said eight herds
Jewell, and plans were made to
Mrs. Catherine Browder— Putnam.
The lesson was on drapery con- were added in Pctober and that
at $4.88
fix a Thanksgiving basket for a
red.
it is his hope that five more will
struction.
Mrs. Ann Whitnel surprised her
shut-in.
Mrs. Hoyt Moore—red.
Twelve members were in at- be added this month. He said he
brother, Will Whitnel, with a
The program was presented by
Mrs. Bertha Nugent—red.
hopes the association can finally
tendance.
TerPark
the
at
Pete
dinner
Mrs.
the Program Chairman,
Mrs. J. F.. Hutcherson—white. birthday
Other club officers elected last be built up to about 22 herds.
Memweek.
last
race one night
Green. The devotional and mediMrs. W. S. Atkins—white.
month were: Mrs. Nelson Cumbers of the family attended.
tation were taken from Bible
Mrs. Rob Fowlkes—blue.
mings, president; Mrs. Lillian
verses from the books of Joshua,
Mrs. M. L. McDade—red.
vice-president; Mrs. C.
Jackson,
Fulton
200 Lake Street
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Browder
Proverbs, Psalms, and Samuel.
S. Late mixed garden flowers or
R. Williams. secretary; Mrs. A. Z.
Mrs. Green chose for her topic foliage
entertained with a party Satur- Tucker. assistant secretary; Mrs.
of program, "0, Worship the Lord
day night at their home in the Lillie M. Pascheil, treasurer; Mrs.
Mrs. Ray Graham—blue.
Club Courts, honoring
In Korea." She also told of the
Country
e.
Wright—blu
Hendon
Orville Jones, wanted by the
Mrs.
M. E. Steele. recreation; Mrs.
wonderful work that the Baptist 6. Miscellaneous — dried arrange- Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wiley, who
E. Cavitt and Mrs. Eliza sheriff's office for robbery, was
Queen
missionaries are doing and also mats
will be moving to Paducah soon. Patton, reporters.
taken into custody recently in
of the work being done for ordelicious
a
served
Chicago but was later released by
hostess
e.
The
DeMyer—blu
M.
S.
Mrs.
phans in Korea.
Mrs. Harold Wiley was hostess menu. The club adjorned to meet Chicago police. The release of
White—blue.
James
Mrs.
with
coffee
was
dismissed
morning
The meeting
to a delightful
in the home of Mrs. Eliza Patton, Jones took place despite a hold
7. Fruit and vegetables — mixed
prayer by Mrs. Green.
Friday honoring Mrs. Harold the fourth Tuesday in November. order from Weakley County and
King—blue.
F.
Mrs. P.
Hayes, who recently moved here
a similar request by his brother,
Mrs. Ray Graham—white.
The annual flower show sponfrom Paintsville. The party was
It was stated.
Mrs. Rob Fowlkes—red.
sored by the Garden Department
held at the Wiley home in Mea- Junior Women To
Chicago officials ignored the
.
White—blue
James
Mrs.
of
the
highlights
the
of
one
dowview.
Was
hold requests and released Jones
Have Bake Sale
before Sheriff Harold Cooper
Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards of
There will be a bake sale at could get to Chicago.
Jackson was the dinner guest of the Fulton Bank on Friday, Nov.
Jones is wanted for the October
Miss Ouida Jewell Thurslay even- 13, beginning at'-.9 a. in., spon- 19 robbery of the Gateway Rest* vie,*
,
:lip
111
ing.
sored by theft Junior Woman's aurant, a robbery which netted
a
.
him some $150.
Club.

Long And Lewis
Vows Exchanged
In Fulton Recently

Mrs. Amanda Bradley
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Baird Baby

Fulton Man Is
Named Tester

Homemakers
Have Meeting

Greeting Cards,Wrapping Supplies
Toys,Trucks,Dolls, Games,Etc.

FRANKLIN

BEN

Chicago Officials
Release Suspect

\\ hole
It's like having
New Clothes CloSet!
"
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NOM

WE NEVER CLOSE'

No matter what time of the day or night you
need gasoline, Wheel balancing, oil, anti-freeze,
tires, batteries, road service or tire repair, we are
ready to serve you promptly and efficiently.

SONNY PUCICrl'T
Corner 4th and Lake Sts.

STANDARD

OIL

Phone 24

OK-PAIIISIAN

Goodman-Black
Wedding Announced
Mrs. Allie Hawkins of Union
City is today announcing the marriage of her daughter, Miss Ellen
Goodman, to George Black. son of
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Black of Hickman.
The marriage vows were exchanged October 24 at 6 in the
evening at the First Methodist
Church in Martin. The Rev. William Adams. pastor of the church,
officiated at the single ring ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bolton
were their only attendants.
The bride was attired in a model of white taffeta designed with
a bouffant skirt. fitted bodice and
scooped neckline edged with lace.
Her only jewelry was a pair of
pearl earrings. Pinned at her
shoulder was a corsage of white
carnations.
The bride is a graduate of Dixie
High school and is presently employed at Salant and Salant. Mr.
Black is engaged in farming at
present. The couple will live in
Union City.

J

Is keeping all our
summer clothes safe in

Seed For FallSowing

low-cost box storage

Mr. Farmer: come to A. C. Butts and Sons for
the fall seed you need. You know that you can depend on us.
Timothy
Red Top
Fescue
Orchard Grass

Yee—clear your
cloaets of all summer
clothes and pack
them in special boxes
which we provide.
Put all you can into
each box. Garments are cleaned at
regular prices. . . delivered when you
want them, spotless, ready to wear
immediately.

'/

Rye grass

Ladino and White Drtch Clover
Crimson and Red Clover
Wheat

Barley

Balbo Rye

Seed Oats

ALL-WINTER STORAGE ONLY
$1-95 per box'

4Ck6c7fid 50171
East State Line

Phone 202
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Every man, woman, and child
in Kentucky was urged today by
Robert J. Hoffman, M. D., Chairman of the Kentucky State Medical Association's Diabetes Committee, to take advantage of the
free diagetes tests offered by
physicians, hospitals, and laboratories during National Diabetes
Week which began Sunday.
The importance of early detection of diabeteo was stressed by
Governor A. B. Chandler who has
proclaimed the period from November 15-21 as Diabetes Week
in Kentucky.
"An estimated 1,000,000 persons
In this country and 15,000 in Kenluck7 atone have undiscovered
diabetes," said Doctor Hoffman,
"and it is to find these people and
to give them an opportunity to
take advantage of available control measures that the KSMA has
sponsored the Drive annually
since 1951."
He emphasized the importance
of being tested for diabetes each
year. since early detection can
INDUSTRY BOOSTERS BONDI= — Kentucky Chamber of greatly simplify the problems of
and
Henry
left)
(seated,
Ballantine
A.
Thomas
Commerce President
control of the disease. "The unT. Parrott. Campbellsville industrial and civic leader, were presented
the disease
with first copies of the new Kentucky Industrial Directory at the fortunate victims of
Chamber's Louisville headquarters. Looking on (from left) are Harper are those that are unaware they
Cotton, the Chamber's executive vice-president, and Commissioner have it", he said. "because when
George W. Hubley. Jr., of the Kentucky Departmnt of Economic De- caught early, very often the only
velopment, who made the presentations.
precautions needed to insure a
long life are control of weight and
diet."

Kendall To Head
Heart Drive

HOSPITAL NEWS

PLAIN TALK—

The following were in the
Continued from Page One
local hospitals as of Wednesday
morning.
George Bermudez was so hep he
wrote a minor literary masterJONES HOSPITAL:
Jerry Elliot. Mrs. Leon Davis, piece, "An Ode tc a Wench," alLorey Beard. and Mrs. Jose Mc- though unprintable for fear of
Clanahan. all of Fulton; George Postmaster Summerfield a n d
Ingram and Mrs. W. T. Ed- other "square squeezers."
Amos
Valley;
Water
wards,
The most humorous bit was one
Ward and Mrs. J. R. Burton, detective inviting his new found
Clinton; Mrs. Z. C. Wheeler, friends of "us-viae" to a scene, or
Dresden. Tenn.; and Starts Holt, party, where plenty of "pot," or
dope. would be had by all to an
Indianapolis, Ohio.
RUIview
address on Charles Street. It turnMrs. Thurman Rickman, Duke- ed out to be — the police station.
dom; Mrs. Lucy Roberts, Fulton; What a subtle bit!
Mrs. Clarence Discue. Fancy
Another twist concerns one of
Farm; W. H. Dunning. Fulton; the "Beat" cops and a "Beat."
Bro. R. H. Sullivan, Fulton; Mrs. Riding along, the cop expressed
Max McKnight. Fulton; James his concern over having some
Fulcher, Fulton; Ruel Fulcher, "pot" in the car's trunk.
Fulton; Mrs. Kenneth Taylor, Pilot
The Beatnik: "Man you don't
Oak; John Tate, Union City.
have to be so worried about the
F.. L. Emerson, Dukedom; Mary fuzz like that. Why, I got a whole
Moss Hales, Fulton; Mrs. Gordon pocketful of pot and you don't
Wade and baby, Fulton; Jack Foy, see we worrying, do you?"
WIILLUII. 1:11NDALL
Fulton; Ronald Cruce. Jr.. Pilot
The Cop: Start worrying, Cat.
Oak; Mrs. Lloyd Watkins. DukeWilliam H. Kendall, Louisville,
arrested.
Lee Harris, Ful- Like you're
Eddie
and
dom;
president of the Louisville and
The Beatnik: But this can't be,
ton.
Nashville Railroad Company, will
man. Like. you know man, you're
FULTON NOSFITAL: •
head the Kentucky Heart AssociMrs. Bobbie Brockwell and one of us-ville. We've been makstatewide
annual
ation's 1960
baby, Mrs. Fred Gibson, Fred ing the scene together.
Heart Fund drive, February I
The Cop: (showing badge)
Janie Penell, Mrs. Billy
Evans,
through 29. His appointment as
baby, William Jeff Crazy. Man, Crazy.
and
Hamlin
state campaign chairman was anBarclay, Ida Mae Hucherson,
So the 96 arrested on dope posnounced by Dr. Frank H. Moore,
Mrs. Hugh Pigue, Gus Farmer, session charges. And I might add
Bowling Green, president of the
Guy Tucker, C. J. Bowers, Mrs. as how it has put the "Beatnik
association.
MorganDavidson, Morgan Dav- bit" beck years.
Mr. Kendall announced that apMrs. J. H. Maddox, Mrs.
idson,
Now one important question apointment of county chairmen all
Fry, and Mrs. Joe CochMike
rises. By principle, the Beatnik is
over Kentucky is progressing
of Fulton; Mrs. Will
all
ran.
rapidly and that numerous coun- Montgomery, Mrs Authur Bugg, one who has renounced the world
sworn to poverty. How,
ties and cities are making plans
Mrs. George and is
.
Cora Sublette, and
for the annual "Heart Sunday" Golden, all of Clinton; Mrs. An- then, does 96 beatniks afford a
door-to-door collection February nie Duty, Hickman; Mrs. Earl million dollars of "pot?" The poor
28 as a highlight of the campaign. Wilson, Crutchfield; Mrs. Ed beatnik is so mistreated by the
The drive chairman, a graduate Frields, Dukedom; Mrs. Ray police and everyone knows that
of Dartmouth College and its Boyd, Wingo; Mrs. A. T. Watts, the police are the "heavys."
Thayer School of Civil Engineer- Union City; and Charlie Bohn,
This all seems very funny to Us
ing, has spent his entire career in Nashville.
and it does have an unusual twist
the railroad field. Starting with
for a news story. But after we
the Pennsylvania Railroad in 19have laughed and dismissed the
33 he had served in progressively
"beatniks" as an oddity, we still
more responsible executive capacihave a problem that has become a
ties with three railroads before
national menace. Our magazines
coming to the I... & N. as assistant
and newspapers report almost
to the president in December, 19daily some large or small item a54. He became vice-president and
bout the dope trade.
general manager of the road on
After hearing it a great many
January 1, 1957. and was elected
the shock value wears off
times,
.
1959
president April 1.
Sub-Division
began to become apathetic,
we
and
Connaughton
The
and
Mr. Kendall is a director
in South Fulton is now being serv- even sometimes joke about it. But
executive committee member of
iced by TVA power. The houses ask the addict if its a joke; ask
numerous organizaeiens both in
in this section of town were hook- the man he robbed and maimed
infield,
railroad
the
outside
and
on to the WCMES lines during in order to have funds to pured
hospitals.
Louisville
cluding two
chase a "fix" Then laughter and
the past two weeks.
Prior to that the Burcham- apathy become horror. Talk to the
Oliver Sub-Division was hooked police who haee to deal with it;
on and for the past week or so ask the doctors who try to cure
poles have been set in th Coving- It; ask the addict how it feels.
All probably will say. "It's a
ton Addition.
Wednesday the WCMES work living death." If you have ever
J. 0. Lewis. former superin- crew was out in the country seen a human being under the intendent of Futon City Schools, bringing in a three-phase feeder fluence of dope. you would never
who is now associated with Radio line.
laugh again. Unlike alcoholic
Station WFUL. was speaker at the
According to Brooks Crockett, beverages, there is no moderaFulton High assembly program superintendnt of the WCMES. all tion nor restraint possible. It is
Monday morning.
residents of South Fulton will be all or nothing; it grows quickly
Mr. Lewis 'poke on the evalu- hooked on by the middle of next like a cancer upon the victim,
stuthe
ation of the school and
summer. The date for completion gaining a strangle hold and maindent and asked that every student of the project may be July 1, or taining it until one of two things
evaluate himself and not sell him- the work may be completed a happen. the addict is cured or
self short.
couple of months earlier. The dead. There is no point of return.
Mr. Lewis' speech was a part progress of converting South FulThe public needs to become
of the program of the local school ton from KU to TVA electrical vitally concerned about drug adEducation
in observing American
power will partly depend on the diction because it even n o w is
Week, this week.
prying upon the teenagers. It does
weather this winter, he said.
The State American Legion
The first WCMES electrical not confine itself to just big cities
Commander addressed the high bills to be received by those al- or slums. It is spreading everyday
school group Wednesday morning. ready hooked up will probably not to the small towns and into the
respectable homes.
be mailed until Dec. 1.
The public should become conContract Let For
cerned about the advances being
Bridge
Of
n
Constructio
TO LOUISVILLE
made in the cure of this disease.
The Department of Highways in
for it is a disease of the mind.
Dr. Buckley, young ChiropracKentucky announced (Friday) the
The doctors are making great
awarding of a contract for con- tor who opened an office on Main advances in ch- rting the human
struction of a bridge and ap- Street a year or so ago. closed his psychology. With each advance
proaches on the Rice road over office last week and reportedly
comes knowledge of the reasons
moved to Louisville.
Obion Creek in Fulton County.
people do as they do. To find the
of
Corbett, Davidson and Son
cause of drug addiction in the huMayfield was low bidder on the
man mentality will be the biggest
Read the Classified Ads
job, at a total of $53,166.00
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advance of all. Without knowing! general apathy is tragic and sense- The Fulton News, Thursday, November 12, 1959 Page 5
the cause, doctors fight in the I less, losing a fight. We need not
dark; knowing Che cause, doctors coddle, but we need not condemn.
can take dad aim at their ad- A positive approach is the only taint,' take interest. Fortunately, it stroyed. Stiffer penalties would
adequate course.
bay little political party import- help a great deal. Anyone pedversary.
dling drugs would think twice if
anee.
But how can the average citiBut now we need to become
they knew being caught meant life
familiar with the problems of the zen help? By becoming informed
One of the sources of the prob- imprisonment or even death.
the
the
people
peddling
drug addict, to understand how he and interested, by expressing lem are
reacts to a hostile world. To con- themselves in public and to their drugs. The big organized syndiWhile the "beatniks" may be
fight, to con- elected representatives. It is one cates who have organized it and funny and ludicrous, drug addicdemn him loses
done him through disinterest and issue any representative will cer- profited from it should be de- tion is far from it.

Lewis Speaks To
Local Students

a
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around town with

I sure wish there was a stop
light at Carr and State Line. In
the afternoons and at lunch-time
when the traffic is heavy, motorists trying to go onto State Line
from Carr Street have the most
avrfulest time! I believe its worse
there than at Walnut and Church
Streets, and that's bad enough. A
dsort time back, doe widow am
Carr Stsest•was ea koe ea oatot-town evangelist gui impetient
and went aratuid the string taws
waiting and took hit chaise* by
darting in between the rusketea•
corning cars. He was from the My
and used to such driving and got
through the rush OK, but for the
driver who wants to observe the
stop-sign posted there and not
risk getting killed, its a long wait
each time he, or she. goes down
Carr Street to State Line at the
rush hours. If a light was put
there, then everyone would have
an equal chance of getting where
they're going on time. Anyway,
that's the way it seems to me.

Ouida Jewell
The other day I heard a teenager say that neatest/la which is
located over the City Hall, would
not be open until a heater could
be located. If you have one not in
use, why not let the young people use it. I run sure they would
take good care of it.
Paul Westpheling. publisher of
The News, presided at a press
meeting at Murray State College
Saturday.
Mrs. Burnham Dallas is making
preparations for she and her two
young children to join Mr. Dallas
in France, where he is stationed
with the Army near Paris.
Saw Dudley Morris the other
RUPTVRE
The Sensational New Inventioe
Setherland's "MD" Teem
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
City Drug Co. Fulton

On Every Fars

Is TOPS,
OS lawns *16950°
Fells trees up to 3 feet in diameter. Cuts 18'trees In 18
seconds. Only Ditt pounds.
Famous Homellte quality.
Have•PREE DEMONSTRATION
Omsk,md
of011 Factor/

day. Hadn't seen him in a 'coon's
age'. Asked him where he spent
his vacation this year and he said
In South America, visiting the
Robert Whitesels. He reported a
wonderful time.
Don't know what I'm going to
do with that man! Each summer
he takes the most wonderful trips
- always to some foreign country but for the past few years he has
become publicity shy and won't
let me know when and where he's
going and where he's been when
he gets back.
Dudley. there are only a very
few people, if any. in this part of
the country who get to take such
interesting trips, and I think that
it is your duty to report your trips
in the paper. What do the rest of
you folks think?
Twelve-year-old Jane Edwards,
Dudley, we're all going to gang lovely daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
C. D. Edwards, entertained the
up on you! It just ain't fair!
customers at the Park Terrace
Sunday. The Asing musician has
The other day I was having
been taking piano for a number
coffee with the South Fulton
years, but has only been playof
police chief, Elmer Mansfield, and
ing the organ for about five
he said. "Do you and your mother
months. She is really good.
still go for a ride each night at
midnight?" That amused me. In
case anyone else thinks that for
Members of the Methodist M.
years mother and I have been Y. F. report a wonderful time in
taking a joy ride at midnight each Nashville Saturday. They visited
night, rn let you in on a little the Hermitage, the old Tort. Scarsecret — which I thought every- rett College, the Upper Room
one already knew.
chapel, and the Parthenon. The
The secret is: For as many years adults accompanying , the six
as I can remember, mother and I carloads of young people were Mr.
have been taking my father's sup- and Mrs. Stanley Jones, Mrs. Fred
per to him around midnight. Be- Jolley, Mrs. Frank Wiggins, Mrs.
fore television days, we used to Win Whitnel and Mr. and Mrs.
take it before 12, now we watch Stewart.
(at least, I do) the late movie,
When that Jo — Jo Westphelthen take it. So, now you all know.
And I'll tell you, when its cold ing, that is — sets out to do a job,
she really goes all out. Its so interesing to hear Jo tell of her exAccurate
periences while campaigning for
Combs and Wyatt this summer.
WORKMANSHIP
Altho she made speeches here
At Low Cost
and there over the state. Ale did
most of her speech-making up in
Watches, Clocks and Thee
the Eastern part of the state. You
Meal
of AU Hinds Acesknow what? One day that gal
irately Repaired at Low Goat
made 10 speeches!
kr—
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Radio Station WFUL has nothing on The News, now. We have
our own City Councilman. Mr. J.
0. Lewis, an employee of WFUL,
was, as you know, re-elected as
Fulton city councilman, while
Arnell Klapp, new llnotype operator at The News, wes re-elected
to the Clinton council. Congratulations, you two!
The last football game of the
season for the Fulton High Bulldogs will be a Mayfield on Nov.
13. A large crowd of local fans
are expected to attend.

RAHMSCHNITZEL
ewerydey diens pow hawdrum. by sa
Wadi
swipe Else piping ReInnechnitsel. Vealfliab melded in better,
then served wadi spier aid cromi eaws• Dicke& lift a
twat fez hatz17 empdbee theme cool Pall diga
A good bwramege le ewes with It...•glen of setzedies,
syerldiag beer.Yak wigh Rudisneelesited.se with may anodise
the Vett. height taste cd•beter Jost ma% be
Old Wodd
bait. Tey ..,see if you don't agree.
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or rainy that circle around town
is far from a joy ride to*us. But,
my mother is a faithful wife and
her husband always gets a hot
supper.

,—

1522 Heyhom

Midis,Lodsdis 2,Isimakir

The basketball season for the
South Fulton Bed Devils gets
underway on Nov. 13, when the
local team plays Woodland Mills
there. Their first home game will
be with Dresden on Nov. 20.
The Fulton High Bulldogs open
their basketball season on Dec. 1
at Wingo. Their /hat home game
will be on Dec. 5. with Tileam of
Paducah.
In an article on the Clothes
Bank in last week's issue of The
News, I failed to mention that the
local Henry I. Siegel factory donated a large number of new men
and boys pants to the Bank. These
were greatly appreciated by
everyone. It was not brought to

Dam Is Planned
For Watershed In
Weakley County

•AUSTIN SPRINGS
a.
Mn. Carey irreales•
Mr. and higa Gearin 11187800d
and'children of Elgin, Ill., spent
the weekend here with parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mathis. They
will return home today (Monday).
Mrs. Ed Frields is • patient in
Fulton Hospital suffering from a
broken hip, sustained in a fall at
her home near here. The accident
happened when a rocker overturned with her. Every good wish is
extended by her many friends
here.
Mrs. J. T. Puckett will return
to Memphis today (Monday) accompanied by her mother. Mrs.
Lee Perry. Mrs. Puckett is undergoing some treatment following
major surgery there several weeks
ago.
Rev. James Holt. newly elected
pastor filled his appointment at
New Salem Baptist church the
past Sunday at 11 a. m. and the
evening service at the usual hour,
following the Training Union at
7:15 p. m.
On last Friday night the BTU of
New Salem Church met at the
Lone Oak Community center for
a fish fry. All leaders were present and a good attendance was
had.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Cunning
ham and children, Steve and Beth.
of Bowling Green, Ky., spent the
weekend in Dresden with parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham,
and attended the bedside of their
grandmother, Mrs. Ed Frields in
Fulton Hospital.
Mr. Richard Rose, postman of
Dukedom, Route 1, has added a
new room to his house in Dukedom, making it more convenient.
Mr. Raymond Griffith and Mr.
Harvey Donoho arrived home the
past weekend from Ohio, where
they were employed during the
past summer. Due to weather conditions there. work has been
slowed down.

DRESDEN, Tenn.. — Federal
state and local officials recently
sign( d what may be the first cooperative agreement in the nation
for the construction of a multipurpose dam under provisions of
Public Act. 5611, dealing with
weligglied.gyesction.
attorney for the
Watershed Diawell-purpose dam
11.0k,
vAth Federal and
eapected to cost
MA,
dollars. It will
about
form a 1
bout 204 acres in
the northeast section of Weakley
County.
"The sue already has acquired
title to
land Which will be
flooded," fir. Thomas explained.
"and will assist in its maintenance. Our watershed distric t.
functioning *ice the summer of
1958, already is collecting special
taxes and this money will be used
for maintenance purposes all along the watershed."
The watershed includes sections of both Weakley and Henry
Counties. Here to take part in the
formal agreement were Forest
Durang, director of the state
Game & Fish Commission; Ralph
Sasser, state conservationist;
Wayne Parham, chairman of the
Weakley County Soil Conservation
District; Joe Moseley, chairman of
Henry County Soil Conservation
District. and Carey Foster, president of the Thompson Creek
Watershed District.
Mr. Thomas said work on detailed plans for the dam will now
be stepped up. After their approval by Federal. state and local
watershed officials the contracts
will be advertised for bids, he
said.
Officials here expressed the
hope that the dam can be constructed and placed in operation
by the summer of 1980.
"As far as we have been able
to determine." Mr. Thomas said
this is the first such cooperative
agreement to be signed in the nation. If the dam is completed by
summer it may be the first one of
this type in operation under proDM& rompiii
visions of the watershed protecWrens dam I
tion act.
law dawn earmentlit Imul"
wad Rasy-Tin= WM.our attention by Siegel, but by a
friend who knew of the donation. BENNETT ELECTRIC

Homemakers
Schedule Told
The Fulton
HomeCounty
makers schedule for the month
of November was released today
by the Home Demonstration
Agent, Mrs. Bertha McLeod. The
schedule follows:
Hickman, Fulto n, Carlisle
County Recreation Training
School, Nov. 19, Hickman Homemaker's clubroom. 10:00 a. m.
Tailoring School, Nov. 17th,
18th, 19th, 20th, Hickman Homemaker's clubroom. 10:00 a. m.
Bennett, Nov. 12, Mrs. Van
Latta, 10:30 a. m.
Sylvan Shade, Nov. 12, Mrs.
Lucian Isbell, 10:30 a. in.
Cayce, Nov. 17, Miss Alice
Sowell, 10:30 a. in.
Victory, Nov. 17, Mrs. Raymond Harrison, 10:30 a. m.
Fulton, Nov. 18, Presbyterian
Church, 10:30 a. m.
Hickman, Nov. 18, Club Room.
10:30 a. m.
Montgomery, Nov. 19, Mrs.
Paul Hornsby, 10:30 a. m.
Palestine. Nov. 20, Palestine
Community House, 10:30 a. m.
Crutchfield, Nov. 24, Methodist Church, 10:30 a m.

UK Freshman Students
Covered By New Rules
The University of Kentucky
will require next fall that new
students be recommended by
their high school principals and
that those scoring in the lower
25 per cent on classification
tests be counseled on their college aptitude.
Students whoa scores indicate they are incapable of doing college work will be advised that their chances for academic success are poor. However, no student will be denied
iftimittance on the basis of test
scores.
The UK Committee on Admission Policy strongly recommended but didn't require that a high
school program emphasise English, math, and foreign tangoages.

We Have Funeral Services in
Price Ranges to Fit Your
Financial Circumstances.
You Will Not Find Prices More
Reasonable Anywhere in
this Area.
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CITY COAL CO.
Telephone 51
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WINDOW
Just drive right up to

the window and let us fill

your order u you sit in the comfort and the privacy
of your automobile!

•+w

can stay in your car during rainy weather or cold weather, and make your purchases
quickly and in privacy .... and with no concern about parking! Our new "Drive-In" window — first
NOW .... you

A CONVENTION
IS ALWAYS

NEN'

tk 410

morrucKy's
OffrARKs .113r
Al

of its kind in Fulton — fits today's modern demand for speed and convenience.
Our new "Drive-In Window" is located right in front of our store, which is located across the street
from the Coca-Cola Plant. •• Ice-Cold Beer *• Cold Wines •• Big selection of all kinds of Liquors

LAKE

Street

LIQUOR

STORE

Located across

the street

from the Coca-Cola plant
in Fulton
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by Anise Davis
wean. The Fulton police unanimously requested Mr. Holland
This weak is American Edu- to grant our traditionally hoped
cation Week. On Tuesday Ful- for half-day on.
ton High students were pitiviThe football boys are
UAW to hear Mr. 1. 0. 141,111,
foggier superintendent of Fulton given the priviledge of choosing
and peasant member of the day so that they can have
a vacation from not only school
:
rirty carman.
Mr. Lewis, who has been in but also from football or basketthe education field for twenty ball practice. The day they chose
Wednesday
before
to twenty-five years, says it is is the
very important for a person to Thanksgiving, which fills their
be able to evaluate a thing and wants and also gives us a kegler
to determine its worth. He re- Thanksgiving vacation.
lated that education is importMr. Avery Hancock has bein
ant and that its worth may be
measured in terms of money, a substitute teacher in the cocasatisfaction, and the benefit it marica classes the past few days
may be to others if, and when, while Mrs. Steele has been out
because of illness.
a person acquires it.
He went on to say, "DeterThe last game of the football
mine that you are going to do season will take
place tomorrow
more with your ability than night at
Mayfield. Saundra
you have up to now." He later ettes are going too. Saiundre
told students, "Try to develop Latham is planning on twirlyourself up to your ability. Set ing her fire-baton again. This
a high goal and don't stop un- is (I repeat) the last game, so
til you reach it."
get out there and yell "Go BullU you are smart and can slip dogs, beat the Cardinals."
by easily, don't. "Look for a
Around school I have disproblem and solve it."
covered that we have a pair of
This Saturday, November 14, professional, female tree-climthe cheerleaders are going to bers; someone known as coon
Murray for the annual cheer- eyes (so named when this perleading clinic. When they ar- son was seen looking through a
rive the cheerleaders will be crack tri the wall); and a little
split into two groups; basket- guy who sits next to me in
ball or football and basketball. study hall is planning on makOur cheerleaders will be in the ing a book report about ants.
latter group.
Trophies will be given to the
best and the neatest uniforms in
each group and to the best yell
in each group.
Fulton's cheerleaders are
Nancy Bushart, Judy Owens,
By a vote of 4a-0 residents of
Judy Moore. Chan Covington.
Wanda Cash and Sharrye John- Highlands have personally registered their protest over relocating
son.
a retail liquor license from downThe Nurses Club met yester- town Fulton to a location near
day for the second time this Toy's Motor Court.
year. This club is designed to
The vote was recorded at a
give girls interested in .nurs- hearing Monday night at the Fuling a starting point in that ton City Hall, conducted by W.
direction. For girls not interest- M. Blackstone. city ABC adminied in nursing, the training of the strator. The hearing concerned apclub is helpful for later on, plication of L. C. ("Doc") Adams
when they... marry, have children, to move The Smokehouse Liquor
etc.
Store from Lake Street to the
Highlands location.
Yesterday was Veteran's Day.
There are no liquor stores loand the occasion for another talk. cated in
Highlands, and practicalThe state commander of the ly all
attending the meeting inAmerican Legion addressed Fut. dicated that
their opposition was
ton students on a subject ap- not
directed specifically against
propriate for Veteran's Day.
Mr. Adams, but to the liquor business in general from entering their
Hurray! We are getting a half
day off school for being on very
good behavioir this past HalloRead the Classified Ada

Highlands
Rejects Liquor
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Eisenhower Library Commission
may be sent to Mr. Walker or to
to Fred B. Wachs, Kentucky
Chairman, Eisenhower Presidential Library Commission, 237 West
Short Street, Lexington, Ky.

I=

Final Appeal
For Donations
To Library Fund

and how thsry learn that
PILLOW TALK in no
fun for Just ono!

The statewide campaign to
raise funds for the Eisenhower
Presidential Library will end
Nov. 15, but county chairmen for
the drive will have until Nov. 30
to complete their canvasses and
report donatinis to Fred B.
Wachs, Kentucky Chairman for
the Eisenhower Presidential Library Commission.

first
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t
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Chairman For March
Of Dimes Appeal
Joseph B. Zehnder, Jr., of
Badstown, Kentucky has been reappointed as Kentucky State
Chairman for the new March of
Dimes for the 1960 January appeal, it was announced today by
Basil O'Connor. President of the
National Foundation.

The state commission seeks
Mr. Zehnder also served as voleontributions from 1,000 Kenunteer state chairman last year.
tuckians.
Mr. Zehnder, who is plant manFulton County has a $200 quota. ager of the Dant Distiling ComTo date, no contributions from pany in Gethsemane, Nelsoo
Fulton County have been received County, will lead the New March
at Campaign headquarters in Lex- of Dimes in the state January 2-31
ington. The local drive is headed to provide funds for the broadenby John M. Walker.
ed new health program of The NaChecks, made payable to the tional Foundation.
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Also-News & Socco In Morocco (Color Cartoon)!

Through work Wader social
security, thousands of farm
people have already qualified
for monthly old-age and survivors benefits. Now, according to
Charles Whitaker, manager of
the Paducah district office, many
farmers, age 50 to 65, can
qualify for disability payments.
Disability payments for farmers, as for anyone else, require
a certain amount it social security work and a severe disability.
The work needed is 5 years
of social security work (20 credits) in the ten years before the
disability occurs.
The disability must be severe
enough to prevent any substantial, gainful work. It must
have lasted at least six months
and be expected to last indefinitely.
Even if they have had no
other type of work, farmers who
have reported self-employment
earnings for the years 1955
through 1958, and who will have
reportable earnings for 1959, can
meet the work requirements as
early as October 1959.
A farmer who meets the work
and disability requirements can
receive payments at age 50; if
under 50, he can qualify for
the disability freeze that will
benefit him later on.
Any disabled farmers, under
65, should get full details" from
their
nearest social security
office.
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day.
Carolinas last week,
Mrs. Evelio* Yates vistaed Airs.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Edith Yates one day hug week.
John T. Fuqua and Mr. and Mrs.
Darrell Fuqua were Kr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Rowland GoodOon Raymond
Collibarp, Mr. &pi Mrs.
of Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Jewel
Albert Whaiberford. Mr. aN
Myatt of near Mayfield, Mr. and Tommie Moore, and Mr. and Mrs.
MIX NSIT1331113 Puckett of Lone Oliver
TAIder.
Oak sad Brother Crittenden of
Mr. and Mrs. Vestal Coltharp
Fulton called in the W. L. ROW- were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Early
home Sunday.
Williams and Harold on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
were the Sunday dinner guests of
BIZSSAGE ON STONE
their son and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Is the courthouse yard at Richnoon McGuire and boys of Ful- mond. Ky., is the huge stone on
ton.
which Squire Boone scratched a
Mrs. Charles Dubbin and Pam message to his brother Daniel
visited her husband, Mr. Charles after they became separated durDubbin, in the army in one of the ing 1770 exploration.

Most Complete

"Early American Shop"
In This Area!

Sunday, Nov.. 15
5.15 Cis. On
5:0 Devotional

Wednesday. Nov. 13

Also - Gerald McBoing (Cartoon) Wine Women
& Song (Comedy)

The Fulton

Disability
Payments
For Farmers

TRAP SHOOT, SUNDAY 1: PM
FULTON BASEBALL PARK

• DITICIMOM RT, 2
By Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
.4.11111111.

We have had several days winter weather, some snow One day.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor were
guests of Mrs. Maude and Miss
Constance Jones Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews and
Larry and Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
McGuire called on the Butch McClaim Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson
visited their son and family, Rev.
and Mrs. Robert Emerson and Bob
of Newbern over the weekend.
Mrs. Tremon Rickman was
guest of M.rs. Care Hainline Tues-

Ethan/Men

Choose from more than 250 pieces
of Ethan Allen Early American
Furniture by Baumritter, to answer
FURNITURE all your storage
and decorative
needs. Open stock for bedroom, livFOR FAMILY
ing room, dining room and family
UVING
room needs. Waiting for you now!

fr

444I TURE

Union City, Tennessee

044 36
-Barton's Has Outfitted StyleBetting Kentucky Men With The Newest
And Smartest Fashions. NationallyAdvertised Lines, Top Quality At PriceConscious Figures. We Cordially Invite
Your Visit, Today.

• McGREGOR SPORTSWEAR

• KNOX HATS
• MANHATTAN FURNISHINGS
• JARMAN SHOES
• STYLE MART CLOTHES
• HOLEPROOF HOSE
• HICKOK JEWELRY & BELTS
• ROBES
• SWEATERS
•SLIPPERS
• TIES
JACKETS

BARTON'S
CLOTHING &FURNISHINGS
"South side of the square"

Turkeys Given Away
Ladies Invited
SPONSORED BY THE FULTON JAYCEES

• Mayfield, Kentuckg •

•
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Appli Reason Fulton County
To The Season, Participating
Motorists Urged In Area Program
In a program report of the Arta
Brucellosis Program, Robert H.
Singer, D. V. M., state veterinarian, states that Kentucky now
has 25 modified certified counties.
Ninety-one counties are now
participating in some phase of the
Area Brucellosis Program.
Fulton County is among the 25
counties listed in the Modified
Certified Brucellosis Areas. Four
of the counties (Carter, Fulton,
Hickman and Lincoln) were certified during September and October 1959.

Apply reason to the season,
motorists were urged today by
Charles B. Jones, Director of the
state Division of Accident ControL
"In winter, three important factors are added to ordinary driving hazards," he declared.
"These factors an reduced visibility, inadequate traction, and
temperature changes," the state
official explained.
Ability to see danger on the
roadway is made more difficult at
this time of year because of earlier darkness, occasional fog, heavy
rain, blinding snow and treacherous sleet, it was pointed out.
Headlights must be functioning
properly to light the way ahead
at night, it was emphasized. And
headlamps may have to be used
occasionally even in daylight
when extremely bad weather conditions prevail.
"Slippery road surfaces frequently are blamed by drivers involved in winter-time accidents,"
Jones observed.
"However t h e experienced
driver knows he must adjust his
speed and equip his vehicle to
fit different existing conditions,"
the state official commented.
"A moving car grips the road at
four points about the size of your
hand," he added. "When the pavement is made slippery by rain, ice
or snow, it's evident that the
gripping or traction ability of
tires is adversely affected."
Compensation for this hazard
can be found in reducing vehicle
speed, avoiding quick starts and
sudden stops, and making crtain
that tires have good tread, and
ed
that brakes are properly adjust
pointwas
it
,
evenly
ing
retard
for

CAYCE NEWSant—
Clarice Bondur

Moedar aria;
the
%gm at 7:11 p. M.
The
The program included organ
works of various composers, front
the
J. S. Bach to Cesar Franck and
contemporary composer, Marcel
A large crowd attended an or- Dupre.
gan concert by John C. Winter of
the Fine Arts Department of Murray State Co/ege and organist at
the First Methodist Church here
Sunday evening.
Mr. Winter was at the console of
Department
The State Highway
count.
be opened
to
bids
for
called
has
The crew leader is one of the
Frankfort Nov. 24 on road-imat
key people in the field operations provement projects involving aof the Census of Agriculture. It is
bout 115 miles of highways.
28
her responsibility to recruit and
The bid call lists projects in
train the census takers and super- counties, including Fulton County.
vise their work; plan and allocate
Cemetery Street in Fulton from
work asaigiunents; review the flth Street extending northwesterwork of the census takers and ly, a distance of 0.218 mile, will
take remedial action where neces- be graded, drained and a bituminsary, and to conduct difficult inI apous Concrete Surface Class
terviews.
plied.
After completing her training,
SONO FESTIVAL
Mrs. House will return to her disthe
Folk singers from all over
trict where she will spend several
Ashland, Ky., in
weeks recruiting census taken, nation gather at
American
and training them in preparation June every year for the
they sing
which
at
l
Festiva
Song
s
for the start of the field canvas
.
ballads
Saxon
Angloold
on Nov. 11th.

Large Croltd
Attends Concert

RURAL SURVIVAL 51:1 to 50011

Cemetery Street
To Be Improved

feeding and sleeping eight people. 'Ilse
Sate In their abetter under three feat of farmer hired a bulldozer to dig the hole,
could
couple
farm
this
earth,
ing
protect
then built the shelter himself from used
survive the most severe radioactive tall- timbers and concrete.
out from a nuclear attack on this nation.
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Mr. and Mrs. Turner Pursell are
visiting their sons and families
in Louisville, Ky.
Saturday evening dinner guests
When in Union City
of Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Wade were
visit
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Wilkins, Mr.
and Mrs. Damon Vick and Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Wade.
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and
Clarice were Wednesday evening
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Burnette.
Located at South Holmes and the by-pass,
Mrs. Rachel Vaughn and children of near Beelerton, Ky.. were
around the corner from the bowling alley.
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Gadberry and FredNow owned and operated by
die.
J.
y
Appointment of Mrs. Doroth
Last Sunday dinner guests of
House of Clinton, as a crew leader
Mrs. Clara Carr were Mr. and
Attorneys last Wednesday set- for the 1959 Census of Agriculture
Mrs. Wallace Koonce of Wingo,
ttled for an undisclosed amount of was announced today by Field DiKy., and Mrs. Maude Baker of
formerly of Fulton
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Mrs. House will direct a force of
private dining rooms. for parties.
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If you are in need of a little
Mr. Wayne A. Johnston, Presi- extra income, why not try raisdent of the Illinois Central Road- ing dairy heifers. We are in need
road, recently stated, "A bounti- of cows that were well grown out
Nov. IS: Bobby Bennett. H. R. ful harvest means more profit for
as heifers. I know a nice profit
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THE BEVERLY RESTAURANT

Appointment Of
Farm Census Crew
Leader Announced

Alma Fowler

74varst

,a

Anom

Steaks - Sea Food - Plate Lunches

Bulldogs Swamp Happy Birthday
Dresden 47-7

Oar Toylaad Is Filled With

Exciting Toys Al All Prices!

Local UK Students
Join Sorority

25% OFF REGULAR PRICE
we are
Owing to a slight change in construction;
going to close out our present stock of:

Beautiful Skyway Luggage
For Ladies
..
Fully Guaranteed. . . . Scuff Resistant
Washable.
Always An Open Pattern.
set
Make her happy this Xmas with a fine piece or
in price.
of HIGH QUALITY luggage at a real barga

Grisham-Butterworth
Next Door to City Hall

Specials at Wade's Used

Odd Chairs, from
Good Admiral Refrigerator
Nice Maytag Washer

$ 2.50

Cabinets, from
Dinette Suit, like new, 6 chairs

$ 5.50

Other Dinette Suites, from
Living Room Suites, from

$65.00
$49.95

___

• Games • Guns
• Scientific Toys

$55.00

•'Tanner 60- Cap Guns

$17.50

• Horsman Dolls

$27.50
•••

$ 5.00

Used Motors
9 x 12 Rugs

$ 5.95

Toyland Is Now Open On Our Balcony Level

i/z PRICE

R7ts of Rugs
—At—

Wade's Used Furnihre,/ Store

'Trade with Wade and Save
Phone 478
217 Main Street

I
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Southwestern
Kentucky Was
Confederate

"Bud" Morris,Reported Member of
Colorful "Night Riders" Is Dead

The Fulton News, Thursday, November 12, 1959 Page

Three Receive
Minor Injuries
In Auto Accident

to turn around on the highway.
His truck was being 1o/towed by
the Miller car, a 10541 Buick. Killer applied his brakes swiftly and
his car skidded into the truck and
was demolished. The truck was
only slightly damaged.
The accident occurred just past
the Drive-In Theatre on the Martin Highway.
The Tennessee Highway Patrol
called the Parkview Wrecker
Service and the Miller car was
towed to Union City.

life miserable and often dangerous
for big landowners, and those in
The approaching centennial of
sympathy with them, in the Reelthe War Between the States is •
foot lake area. The "Riders" bereminder of the split in sentilonged to a group of men who
An Illinois colored couple and
ment in Kentucky between north their baby daughter escaped serifought plans of wealthy men to
war.
that
during
fought
south
and
take over the lake. They
ous injuries when their, autoThe strongest Confederate sen- mobile was demolished in an acfor the individual rights of men to
ntiment was along the Commo
earn their livelihood on the lake
cident recently, four miles south
wealth's southwest border. Many of Fulton on the Martin Highway.
regardless of who held deeds and
southwest Kentuckians still talk
claimed exclusive court rights.
Leroy Miller of Decatur, Ill., his
CARTIER PALK
with a distinct southern accent
The "Night Riders" had the
wife, Jacqueline, and their little
Caves State Park, four
Carter
Mr. Morris, early in the cen- sympathy of many in the county
Jefferson Davis. the Confederate girl, Mary Louise, were treated at miles off U. S. 60.between Graywho
es
men
activiti
several
their
of
of
some
ode
but
was
tury,
president, was born at Fairview in Fulton Hospital and dismissed.
son and Olive Hill, is one of Kenstood before an Obion County Cir- brought pain to those who bethis region. A 351-foot obelisk,
woman suffered with a tucky's most scenic parks. Trips
The
te
himvigilan
e
heard
and
violenc
lieved that
cuit court judge and
highest in U. S., markes the birth- laceration on the left forehead are offered here through two
self sentenced to serve 99 years in actions had no place in an orderly
Other points of interest to and Miller, driver of the car, had caves. The park has cabins, swimplace.
the penitentiary for participating community. 0 n e such "Night
rs in t h e Confederate minor abrasions. The baby had no ming, a fishing lake and hiking
travele
In the famed and almost fabled Rider" action resulted in the death
.
and Jerry Lewis adjust a television set
Nixon
of Kentucky Inc.
M.
d
region
Richar
Mrs.
and riding trails.
serious injuries.
DC.,clink for children afflicted
exploits of the "Night Riders," a of one man and the attempted
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rate
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group of masked
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crippli
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viction of several
top which today is campus
in the following manner.
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Western State College, Bowling
Moss of near Fulton,
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Green, which was Confederate
Most of those convicted obtained his son, Windell Morris of Samdriving a truck loaded with cattle,
ky.
no
Al) types of Insurance
of
Kentuc
is
capital
there
second trials and
burg.
started to make a left-hand turn
Confederate Convention House and because of the slick pavement,
about
much
record of Mr. Morris or any of the
talked
"He never
— Building at Russellville which his tires skidded causing his truck SAVE ! GET our
others involved ever serving peni- the "Night Riders," Windell Morraid.
convention that declared
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housed
the
for
terms
seemy
tentiar
ris said today. "He always
Fulton County Home Demon- Kentucky a Confederate state.
courts
PACKAGE DEAL
In duel.
the
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alThe case dratted on
ed reluctant to talk about it
stration Agent, Mrs. W. D. McKentucky Woodlands — 60,000
Red River Church — Site of
for many months.
can remember bits of Leod and County Agent, John
I
though
"Covering everything"
revival of 1800 which spread
The Oblon county death was the tales he told many years ago. One Watts attended the agents' annual acre wildlife refuge.
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—
Park
inState
to
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throughout
420 Lake Bt.
second in the past month
man came to him not too long conference Oct. 27-30 at the UniShaker Village — Remains .of Patton, Hy.
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fishing and swimmi
Rider" era. T. J. Easterwood, wouldn't say much at all."
MAXIMUM
1820.
sheriff during that tubulent
The theme was the scope of during season.
SAFETY
Jesse James Bank — Old bank
The elder Mr. Morris was born work being done and to be done
period, died a few weeks ago.
Rus
Mr. Morris made his home with Feb. 10. 1878, Son of the late Mr. by the Kentucky Cooperative Ex- building, now a library, at
and Mrs. Jasper D. Morris. He tension - Service. Sneakers were seliville, where Jesse James
Samburg area as a UK President Frank Dickey, staged first bank holdup In 1868.
SAVE MONEY
We have complete stocks I moved to the
except for a few Dean Martin White of the Coland,
man
young
O.
TON&C
Stagecoach Inn — Spot near
B.C.11110A
years spent in Missouri, he spent lege of Arts and Science and Di- Guthrie where Jesse James and
Dresden, Tennessee
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loved enough
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The South Fulton Fire
former Miss Hazel Waggoner.
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Complete Line
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Mrs. Myrtle Greer Morris.
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the colored section of town caught IHearing Aid Batteries
He leaves four other sons, Mel- fire from a defective flue. The
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vin Morris of Pocahontas,
fire was in the attic. There was
Visit our Hearing Aid DpartFrank Morris of Kansas. Dennis unal damage reported.
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Under the new Social Secur
three
fire
the
Texas;
at
2:55
Odessa,
on
of
afterno
Morris
In the
CITY DRUG CO,
Death Benefit Fund for every one covered by Socidaughters, Mrs. Beulah Mont- truck was called to a grass fire
Phone 307
Phone 70
Lake Street
306 Main Street
lell
times
three
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nt
Mrs.
Lottie
west
g,
gomery of Sambur
along the railroad tracks in
al Security. Usually the payme
Mrs.
Wooley of Sikeston, Mo., and
South Fulton.
your monthly check, or what you would be entitled
Dixie Stilagyi of Long Beach,
Make
0.
$255.0
d
excee
to draw if you were 65, not to
Calif.; two sisters. Mrs. Myrtle
of Arkansas, and Mrs.
sure your family knows just where your Social Se- Gamble
Pearl Reed of Samburg; 28 grandbe
can
it
ency
emerg
curity Card is so that in an
Ihildren and 16 great-grandchildren.
presented to the proper parties.

Except for members of his family and • few close friends, an
octogenarian who carried with
him secrete of one of the most
violent and colorful eras of Obion
county history passed away in
Samburg recently.
Death. after a serious illness,
came to Dentis L. "Bud" Morris
about 9:20 p. m. He was 81 and
had been Ill for three months.
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McLeod, Watts
Attend Meeting
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DID YOU KNOW?

Roper Television

Because we try to keep abreast of these and other
regulatio'ns as a part of the services we have to offer, feel free to call us on such matters anytime.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
Ambulance Service
FULTON, KY.

PHONE 7

U Years Centimes. Serviee
WI SKIVE 10 SERVE AGAIN

noffAMOST

POWERFUL TV EVER...

MOTOROLA

NEW
FRAME GRID TUBE

U-T Campuses
Enroll 11,781
For Fall Term
A total of 11,781 students are
enrolled this fall on the University of Tennessee campuses
throughout the state.
Figures released by the Dean of
Admissions Office at Knoxville
show that 9.217 are enrolled for
courses on the main campus. Enrollment at the Medical Units in
Memphis totals 1,472. Another
956 students are in classes at the
U-T Martin Branch, and 136 are
registered at the School of Social
Work in Nashville.
This fall's enrollment slightly
exceeds registration figures for
the same quarter of 1958. At the
same time last year, 11,773 students were enrolled on all four
Campuses.

‘etep-.ifss.
aivReepp-Azn
tipte-36-45x
signal
with 100% more power amplification, 50% less
aro.
noise. Dramatically improves picture wherever you

Read the Cleasified Ads

DOES MORE
CUTTING JOBS
EASIER
NEW
HOVELITE

Mt MOST RELIABLE TV £..J' Ire
URN SAW AMERICAN MUNO

New Golden "M" Frame Grid
Tube in new Custom-Matic
Tuner extends TV reception
up to 35%. Golden Tube Sentry• Unit.
Orenwreed egged
20,000 Volta
of Picture
Power. Cherry vrood color.
Model 21C10. Liss rove TRANI

only $153E0
Orposigree FAIL Feder,

produced backed by the strongest
The most service-free TV ever
guarantee on ALL parts and one
yerr
guarantee in the industry. One
year free service.
One year free serviee and parts warranty.

m, Ky.

/4 & W APPLIANCE COMPANY
Fulton

Phone 128

•(Km& drive
• etas 111" basis In 16 'Pi:0nd*
• tells bytes up to 3 Net
In dlamitter
• Witlehs only 19 pounds
(loss bar and chain)

It takes 1000 tons of coal
to build just 1 mile of concrete highway!
=
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Kentuc
if
cool
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tons
0
640,00
That totals
System Highways.
for all 640 miles of its new Interstate
new Interstate
Kentucky needs new coal markets—and
r. The result?
togethe
two
the
Highways. Concrete brings
Better business. Better highways.
solid all the
Today's new-type concrete is smooth and
has a life expectway.. is laid flat to stay fiat. It actually
expense 75% less
ancy of 60 years and longer, with upkeep
). This is vital
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Govern
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driving comfort, and greater maintenance
y Coal AssociKentuck
the
Mr. Fred Bullard, Executive Secretary of
steel are two basic
ation, has this to say: "Cement and reinforc.ing
With their high coningredients of the modern concrete highway
ion believes that
sumption of coal during manufacture, the Associat
with concrete would be an
paring Kentucky's Interstate Highways y."
invaluable aid to the state's coal industr

Louisville to ElimbetAtown,
ion of 40,000 tons of coal.
consumpt
the
for
ble
responsi
sae directly
The 40-1•116 Keieftocky Turnpike, from

This message sponsored jointly by:

MINK FIRST Of QUALITY
...plata FIRST Of NOMELI TI

Till PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

loeirviit, Ky.
WPM of concrete

the
A national organisation to improve and extend

Barnette Tractor Co.
107 E. 4th

Phone 109

TN KENTUCKY COAL ASSOCIATION linsid. y opal industry
Kentuck
An organisation working for the interests of the

o
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CLASSIFIED ADS

BEAUTIFUL
new arrivals in

ALL KINDS OF KEYS mad.
Wkl/e yOu wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.

WE RENT - - - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky.

McGregor & Manhattan
SPORT SHIRTS

— Just about the most handsome NOTICE: The 28th Annual meeting of the Jackson Purchase
array you have ever seen!
Production Credit Association
wil be at the Cayce School NoGrisham-Butterworth
vember 20th at 7:90 p. in. All
Men's Apparel
farmers are invited to. attend.
Main Street
TV ANTENNAS: We install— It's smart to save money — —
trade--repair and move. Get Bring your washing to the
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television

and

Authorized Motorola and RCA
Service; we repair all maims.

CLEANEST

Sheriff, Walter Spillman today
reported
break-in Sunday night
at the Charley Haskell Grocery in
Water Val*.
Spillman. said the owner of the
store told him several old coins.
worth approximately $25, 15 cartons of cigarettes, and three
pocket knives were missing. The
total loss was estimated at 685.
The sheriff said the thief gained
entrance to the store by breaking
a window in the front of the
building.

NICKLES NICKLES
If there's anyone interested
in backing this reported in a
Jukebox business. she's ready!
Heard a man, who was °Meeting sickles from local jukeLocated on Carr in old King
boxes, say one day this week
Motor Co. building:
that in the past bye days he had
Open 7: a. m. to 10: p.
ewanted $13,000.00 worth of ni111111111111111.1malkabedaillISIL ek
lee. Can you leme that
many nickleet!
'When it's

• 24 washers
Capacity 9 or 16 pounds
•6 Dryers
Capacity 30 pounds each

NEW PICTURE TUBES
No money down
Monthly terms

BEST

Thieves Get Old
Coins, Cigarettes
At Water Valley

Ill Ilene Fanners
More than 150 thoroughbred
horse farms are within a 25mile radius of Lexington. Ky.

FERRY-MORSE—
(Continued from Page 1)
be completed late next year. Efforts will be made to provide jobs
for employees who wish to move
to the new okation. Others will be
pensioned or given severance pay.
as appropriate.
Ferry-Morse Seed Co. maintains
research centers in Salinas, California; Rochester, Michigan; and
Belle Glade, Florida. Major dis-

tributhen esaiers are located in
Charleston, South Carolina; Tampa, Florida; Harlingen and Hanford, Texas; Memphis, Tensaw**;
Los Angeles and Modesto, California, in addit'on to Mountain
View and FultoL.

NOTEBOOK—
ContIntiod from Page One
Important people.

fight so that we might gain recognition for our area from State
Government. Those people will
understand the problems facing
State Government and will do
what they can to help, not retard, the efforts of our good friends Bert Combs and Wilson
Wyatt and the entire Democratic
team.
Paul and I will be among those

people who will help, and knowMark my word, they'll be the
first to start rabble-rousing for
State aid. Fortunately there were
many people in Fulton and surrounding area who fought • good

ing most of you as I do, you'll be
in there helping them too — to
help them, help us build a greater
Kentucky and naturally a better
West Kentucky.

M & W Appliances
(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)

buy it at

215 Main
Phone 126
Fulton, Ky.

must have a fine box spring

ON APPROVED LIST
The Tennessee Board of Education has put the South FulPhone 61 ton Negro high school on its
approved lists although it has
only 45 students in grades nine
through 12.

SAVE

Farm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans

—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times
FOR REN1: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum clean- WHITE OAK TIMBER
WANTED
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Furniture Company
—We buy white oak standing
Phone 35, Church Street
timber, custom logs, custom
Church Street
Fulton
stave and heading bolts. Contact us for prices and specifications. L. C. Engle, Apyer Tel.
5-2765 Martin, Tellffi. C. A.
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 7TURKEY SHOOT SUNDAY. At1812 Mayfield, Ky.
tention trap shooters. Don't
miss the trap shoot at Fulton
Ball Park Sunday, 8 at one o'Long Termsclock. Regulation trap shoot
FOR SALE
-Easy Payments
rules wil be observed. Turkeys
In Covington Addition. Two
for prizes. All ladies especially
bedroom home, large closets.
invited.
Beautiful well kept yard. This
NOW is the time to get your
has separate garage, patio,
Typewriter and Adding Macworkshop. We will sell this
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
complete with furniture if
—
—
All
kinds —
Peeples, Service Manager of
w,anted. all at a bargain.
The Harvey Caldvoll ComCall Us for more Details,
Crops, buildings,
—
pany, DRIVE-IN Office OutThis Weekend!
fitters, Phone 674.
vehicles, etc — —

EXCHANGE

FARM LOANS

WALLPAPER
CLOSEOUT!

NOW
toet Pok

SIMMONS

SALE

19c and
29c Roll
WHILE IT LASTS

FARM INSURANCE

WE SERVICE air conditioners,
home freezers, refrigerators, gas
and electric stoves, gas and electric hot water heaters, gas and
oil furnaces. We do not service
washers or dryers. Call Jones
and House Service Company at
4613 (Nites, emergencies and
206 Main St.
holidays call 2169). Bill Clements is our service man; quick
service guaranteed.

Wick Smith Agency

7
"
1

EXCHANGE

Over 300 resilient tempered springs with "autolock" construction. Sag resistant quilted border.
Woven cover. Tufted cr $5980
tuftless in twin or fi.,11 size

FURNMIRE CO.
207 Church
Phone 35

PHONE 62 or 160 NIGHTS

1110-ineh Long Soy model, twin or full-size $66 SO

SAVE NOW NilHIS SLEEP KING BOX SPRING

Phone 5

FCR THE Br.:bI meat sin Office MECHANICS needed: good salary.
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
Apply in person to Taylor ChevSee James 0. Butts at The
rolet-Buie** Fourth Street, FulHarvey
Caldwell
Co., ton, Ky.
t
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
WARD'S
old equipment

MUSIC SHOP

I AM NOW representing the
Greenfield Monument Works
RCA and Magnavox
and will appreciate the oportunity to show you our beautiTV and Hi-Fi
ful line of memorials. Tom
Hales, Fulton; phone 114.
Phone TU 59404
Union City
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
(Complete
stock)
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and service. Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

with JET RECOVERY ACTION In

Coleman
AUTOMATIC

Gas Water Heater
r,4

CLEVER new tailoring in Edwardian overcoats, $25.95 each.
Handsome pure silk raincoats,
specially priced this month at
only $5.95. What a gift one
would make! When in need of
men's wear, visit us: The Edwards Store, Mayfield, Ky.

••••••r"

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

RYTEX "Personalised"
Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-J

Fulton

A model for every need. •
one for every purse—from
20 to 45 gallon capacities.
These dependable heaters
give you more hot water
than you normally need.
Durable white plastic
enamel finish won't chip,
peel, flake, or tarnish.
Zinc-bonded to resist rust
and corrosion. All models
AGA approved.

1.111MIIIINIMPW

SAVE MONEY
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

40% DOWN. 30% In 3 MOS.
30% In 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying

555 FULTON, KY.

Charges.
Your policy is typed

and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

Wick Smith Agency
CALL 62 — 160

CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLum
I TRANSFER CO.
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BUY THIS SIMMONS BACK GUARD MATTRESS
Preferred by bock-conscious sleepers who desire
the extra-quality of 312 extra-firm, bock-supporting springs, 100% cotton upholstery,
"crush-proof" border, tuft- ditis
ed or tuftless, full or twin

SAVE NOW ON THIS BACK GUARD BOX SPRING

Choose from 5 models

SEE WADE'S Complete selection
of Mahogany and Maple Open
Stock Furniture by Surnpter.
Featuring solid woods, plate
glass mirrors, dust proof drawers. Wade's Furniture Co., 112
Lake, Fulton.

Buy Auto Insurance, oa
Our 3-PAY PLAN

A lie

!!

SO-inch Long Soy Model, twin or fell-size. $79.30

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across From
Coca-Cola Plant

HALLMARK greeting Cards

Coleman Water Heaters
have Jet Recovery action
that quickly replaces hot
water used. All the hot
water you need—when
you need it
a big
wash, for sink, shower,
tub, without waiting.
That's what Coleman Jet
Recovery gives youl

FREE PARKING!

Phone 345

dr,#*'‘'ar,

Air

Never a sherbge—
always enough

Bring ybur repair jobs to

next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

. . . when you boy the Sleep King mattress.
Now you can buy the 0
2080
matching boa spring, twin
or full size, for only
lawg ley weilei
only 030.00

Hot water for all

Mail orders—Special orders

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street

,•'

BUY THIS SIMMONS SLEEP KING MATTRESS

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor

owner and operator.

dig
*4
del
1
tor
Ms
16,
2

Because a fine mattress

Real Estate in Fulton
— see —
CHARLES W.BURROW
309 Walnut

USED FURNITURE

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,

1
De

Fulton Launderette

TV SERVICE
Pickup and delivery

For The

ADDRESSES ROTARY
Lt.-Commander Luke from the
Naval Air Station at Millington addressed Rotariank here
Tuesday in a special triteran's
Day program. The program was
arranged by Rotarian Charles

They're here—see them!

3000

SIMMONS

. . . when you buy the Back Guard mattress.
Now you can buy the ik
matching box spring, twin
or full size, for only
Long Soy

The bon spring waelkes the dleeirsteee

Be sure of comfort, be sure of saving... buy
the Simmons Perfod Pair. Bedding experts
know that a new mattress on on old, soft spring
con mean backaches, lost sleep and wasted
money. To sleep your level best choose one of
these quality mattresses, then buy its matching
box spring at BIG savings. Perfect Pair Sale
is for a limited time only.
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Yoe woo this
MOW MATTI'S{ WMI NOV SOX IMISI
.....zretestmerne
'Isamu.....sass
•
No ea.
raw aernial web 00BOX ~lb

Come see Coleman Water Heaters that promise keg years of satisfactory use. Bee edieissit Coleman engineering. Bee why oomPoRT
130 LITTLI WITH A COLEMAN.
LEADIA IN NOW MIAMI*

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
"FOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
WALNUT STREET
PHONE 185

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
'Tour Floors Of Fine Furniture'
Walnut Street

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 185

1

